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EDITORIAL

WE HAVE TO
UNDERSTAND . . . AND ACT

"Sgu°£dJde:smla:ndaa::§LLe%sS:,:eTTah3uds

John Major.
A series of violent attacks, culmi-

nating in the horrendous murder of
a  two-year-old  on  Merseyside,  has
focused  public  attention  on  crime.
What is happening to us? Why does
our society feel so dangerous? Have
even  the  most  fundamental  values
and restraints been cast aside?  Are
we witnessing the moral collapse of
British  Society?

It is  always extremely difficult to
know  how  the  past  compares  with
the present. We encounter the same
difficulties  when   we  study  Jewish
life,  constantly suspecting that now
is  a time of crisis in which the  solid-
ities  of  the  past  are  disintegrating
before   our  very   eyes.   But   never
being quite sure.

The   criminologist   Zvi   Hermon
brings  the  two  together  when  he
writes  "Jews  in  the  Diaspora  have
generally been less involved in crime
than  the  populations  among  which
they  lived.  Their  closely-knit  com-
munities,  cohesive family  life,  high
educational  standards,  moderation
in the consumption of alcohol, their
solidarity,  consciousness  of  mutual
responsibility    and    readiness    for
mutual   help   are   regarded   as   the
main  causes  for  the  generally  low
crime rates among Jews".

This  assertion  is  hardly  startling
but  it  carries  with  it  one  extraord-
inarily   important   observation.    It
implies that crime is multi-causal.  If
no  single  factor  explains  why  the
Jewish community has been so law-
abiding, then no one single factor is
likely to explain the growth of crime.

I-Iermon  suggests  that  a  sense  of
community is important.  The  com-
munity  embodies values.  The com-
munity exerts pressure  to conform.
The members of a community have
a  stake  in  that  community.  One  of
the  features  of the  modern  state  is
the decline in closely-knit communal
units  -  units  which  teach,  protect
and offer a place.  He notes that the
`normalisation' of Jews in Israel has

resulted  in  a  pattern  of  criminality

which  closely  resembles  any  other
developed   society.   Indeed,   Israel
now  has  a  per  capita  prison  popu-
lation second only to that of America
and higher than  that in Britain.

Hermon's  second  factor  is  a  co-
hesive  family  life.  This  is  relevant
for  reasons  not  dissimilar  to  those
relating  to  community.  The  family
loves and cares. It protects. It trans-
mits values. We should be cautious,
however, of taking too simplistic an
attitude to changing patterns of fami-
ly life. Judaism has been transmitted
through   a   wide   range   of   family
structures -tribal, polygamous, ex-
tended  as  well  as  nuclear  -  all  of
which have been able to nurture the
child.  The  modern  nuclear  family
may  have  great  strengths  but  we
know   that   it   can   also   damage.
Children can be degraded and bru-
talised    within    the    conventional
family   structure.   We   cannot   be
sure  that  children   are  better  off
with   two   unhappy   parents   than
with  one parent.

If  ten-year  olds  perform  incom-
prehensible   and   unthinkable   acts,
we   may   well   conclude   that   the
family must be at fault. But are there
forces  and  external  pressures  which
cause family life to fail? Are poverty,
unemployment,  degrading surround-
ings contributory factors? What con-
ditions conspire to turn some infants
into vicious,  psychotic  adults?

Hermon refers to high education-
al  standards.  But what  of access  to
quality education? And what if edu-
cation  offers  no  promise  of  mean-
ingful  work,  no  hope  of a  stake  in
society?  And  are  the  crimes  of the
educated fewer than  of the  ill-edu-
cated or merely different?

Hermon  moves  on  to  low  con-
sumption of alcohol.  There is more
than  a  suspicion  that  many  of  the
most  ghastly  crimes  are  committed
under  the  influence  of  alcohol  or
drugs.  What  is  it  that  prevents  us
from  engaging  in  a  national  cam-
paign  to  eradicate  the  scourge  of
alcohol   and   drug   abuse?   And   is
ever more gruesome and gratuitous
Hollywood   violence    a   third   un-
affordable addiction?

Finally,   Hermon   refers   to   the
sense  of  mutual  responsibility  and
mutual help that was such a feature
of past  Jewish  communal  life.  The
implications are clear. The commun-
ity tackled  problems  of poverty  and
homelessness.   It   was  inconceivable
that  a Jew would have  to  sleep  in  a
cardboard  box  in  a  doorway  in  the
sfeJef/.  Moreover,  Hermon  express-
es   himself   in   an   important   way.
Mutual   responsibility   and   mutual
help  are  the  antithesis  of  neglect,
abandonment     and     hopelessness,
which are characteristic of so much
under-privilege   in   the   Britain   of
today.

British society does indeed feel in
the   grips   of   decline   -   economic
decline   and   social   disintegration.
These recent episodes of disturbing
violence should focus our minds on
deep-seated  problems.  It  would  be
wrong to fall into the trap of becom-
ing  armchair  philosophers,  pontifi-
cating  on  the  evils  of our time  and
using them to advance our own pet
social  theory.   Both  in  Britain  and
America, Jews have made a disting-
uished contribution to criminology,
to   the   study   of  the   causation   of
crime and its prevention. Now is the
time  to  listen  and  learn.

For what above all else we need is
to understand. We must avoid at all
costs `being understanding',  a limp-
wristed  forgiveness  of  wrongdoers
out of misconceived sympathy.  We
must  avoid  at  all  costs  shifting  the
burden    of   responsibility    entirely
from  the  individual  to  society.  We
must  return  to the  teaching of reli-
gious  values  which  condemn  crime
without qualification and which rec-
ognise  personal  moral  choice.   But
we   have   to   understand   what   lies
behind   the    disturbing   behaviour
that   threatens   our   security.    We
have   to   understand   better   what
causes  some  people  to  violate  the
most   cherished,   shared   values   of
society.   And  then  we  have  to  act
upon   those   causes.   Even   if   that
leads   us   in    a   radically   different
social , economic and moral direction
from the direction in which we have
been  travelling these  last decades.
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I SPEAK T0 SARA]EVO TWICE A DAY
Cheryl Mariner

SkN.o:rk:dn:efxp1:hhl:R::1iegige2r;sy:e:e.;
slavia   to   rescue   Jews   and   bring
relief  supplies  to  those  who  could
not, or would not, leave. In June of
last  year,  all  direct  communication
was   cut   and   only   as   evacuation
teams came out of that city was any
news available.

In  November I  travelled to  Zag-
reb   to   meet   the   leaders   of   the
Croatian   Jewish    communities   to
discuss rescue, relief and communi-
cations. Even in Zagreb the conflict
seemed  as  far  away  as  it  does  in
London.

Last  November  I  spoke  directly
to    Sarajevo    after    a    five-month
break.   Now,   thanks   to   a   radio-
telephone,  I  can  speak  to  Sarajevo
every  day  at  10.00am  and  2.00pm.
The   images   that   flash   across   the
television  screen  fill  us  with  alter-
nating hope and despair, depending
on  the  events  of the  day.  A  peace
initiative has started,  then it found-
ers,  a  new  initiative  is  replaced  by
old rhetoric.  In the meantime, peo-
ple  live  their  lives  in  unimaginable
fear and danger.

Understanding the political origins
of  the  current  crisis  is  of  primary
importance to  those intent on find-
ing a solution.  Our task is different.
It  is  to  help  alleviate  the  suffering
caused   by   the   war,   regardless   of

which side is affected.  Our approach
is  strictly non-partisan,  non-political
and non-judgemental.

Jews  are  not  a  target  as  such  in
this  war.  Ironically  they  may  even
enjoy a `privileged' position as each
side  seeks  the  favour  of  a  largely
mythical Jewish world opinion.  But
like everyone else,  their homes are
bombed and they are the targets for
snipers. Like their neighbours, they
lack   food,   water,   electricity   and
medicines.

Approximately  400  Jews  remain
in Sarajevo. In partnership with the
American Jewish Joint Distribution
Committee   (JDC)   and   the   local
Sarajevo Jewish community, approx-
imately  2,000  refugees,  Jewish  and
non-Jewish, have been rescued and
taken  to  a  safe  haven  outside  of
Bosnia.  Approximately  700  Jewish
refugees  in  Serbia  and  Croatia  are
entirely dependent on our care. For
some,  it is  the  second time  in their
lives that they have been refugees.

The  last  evacuation  from  Sara-
jevo  took  place  in  the  middle  of
November when nearly 250 people,
80 of whom were Jews, were safely
brought  out.   At  the  beginning  of
this  rescue  operation,  evacuations
were  carried  out  by  aeroplane  and
two  such  rescues  were  completed
before  the  fighting  at  the  airport
rendered this impossible. Now local

buses  are  used,  not  very  sophisti-
cated but they manage to negotiate
the treacherous terrain.

It is with difficulty that I describe
what   this   means.   The   convoy   of
buses  goes  to  Split  on  the  coast,  a
journey   of   nearly   two   hundred
miles.  The journey takes 40 hours.
There are 38 check-points to negoti-
ate.  At  each  check-point  everyone
leaves the bus, papers are checked,
luggage  searched  -  bribes  given  -
and eventually the convoy continues.
The  weather is  cold,  very cold  and
the route is mountainous. These are
not man-made roads but rather dirt
tracks  made  by  tractors  and  they
are now covered in snow and ice. If
papers are queried at a check-point,
the  bus  can  be  stationary  for some
hours -waiting for someone, some-
where   to   sign   a   piece   of  paper.
There   is   no   heating   on   the   bus
because fuel is in such short supply
it  can  only  be  used  to  travel  for-
ward.  It is a gruelling journey -the
elderly  and  the  ill  rarely join  evac-
uation groups.

The    children   left   Sarajevo   in
April  and May  of 1992.  Most went
to Israel and some to families  else-
where.    Reuniting    these    children
with  their  parents  will  be  a  major
challenge  when  the  time  comes  to
address this problem.

After   reaching   Split,   evacuees
are  able  to  go  to  towns  in  Croatia
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where  they  have  family  or  friends
who  are willing to  look after them.
Otherwise they are the  responsibil-
ity   of   CBF   and   JDC,   who   are
bearing the cost of rescue and main-
tenance 50/50 and have been  doing
so   since   last   April.   Additionally,
both organisations have been send-
ing in food,  clothing and medicine.
The  refugees  in  Croatia  have  lim-
ited  choices.   They  can  choose  to
remain  where  they  are  in  Croatia
but  they  are  not  citizens,  they  do
not qualify for government support,
they cannot work. If elderly they do
not get pensions, they are unable to
obtain   a   Croatian   passport.   The
Croatian Government is supporting
all  refugees  in  a  minimal  manner
but it is a financial burden it cannot
bear. The Jews are being supported
by JDC and ourselves.

Just to give  a human face to the
situation, I quote two short stories.

The  first  is  about  Moric  Levy.
For three months Moric Levy, aged
80  plus,  ate  what  he  thought  was
food for animals on the Serbian side
of Sarajevo, trading cigarettes for a
little bit of sugar to wash his mouth
out   from   time   to   time.   He   lost
almost five stone in weight.  Finally
he   packed   his   remaining   belong-
ings,  went to  the bus station where
he  traded  his  suitcase  for  a  ticket
and  arrived  without  so  much  as  a
toothbrush in Belgrade in mid-Sep-
tember.  In Belgrade,  Mr Levy was
given food,  shelter and clothing by
the   local   Jewish   community   sup-
ported by CBF World Jewish Relief
and  JDC.  We  are  now  helping  to
pay for his care in an old age home
near the capital.

The   second   tale   is   about   180
people   evacuated  in   mid-October
from Sarajevo by bus to the Adriat-
ic  port  of  Split.  Up  to  120  of  the
evacuees  were  Jews,  a  few  dozen
elderly  people  among  them.  They
reported  that  all  of  their  windows
had  been  broken  by  the  artillery
bombardments   in   Sarajevo.   They
had  been  exposed  to  the  cold  of
winter  in  the  mountains.  All  they
had  had  to  eat  was  macaroni  and
rice,   that  is   if  they  could   collect
enough rainwater to cook the food
on  an  outdoor  wood  fire,  since  all
internal    utilities    were    unusable.
They   also   ran   the   risk   of   being
killed   by   a   sniper   if  they   stayed
outside  for  too  long,  especially  if
they  were  cooking  and  the  sniper
was hungry.

Evacuees   can   choose   to   go   to
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Israel  and  some  600,  including  the
200 children, have done so. But it is
a poor option as most Yugoslavs are
in mixed marriages and if you have
a Muslim partner, then Israel is not
an option  at all.  So where can they
go?   Canada   has   a   quota   of   120
people,   France   has   taken   a   few,
some Jews  have gone to  Spain  and
Austria but it has not been a happy
experience.  Thousands of Yugoslavs
have  come  into  the  UK  as  visitors
and amongst them  some Jews.  The
British      Government      has      now
changed  the  en.try  requirements  so
that this avenue of escape is closed.
Portugal is offering places to Jews if
they  can  prove  their  families  were
expelled from Spain in  1492.

We  are  currently  supporting 350
Jewish refugees in Serbia and 350 in
Croatia.  A  food  consignment went
into  Croatia  a  few  weeks  ago  and,
as the winter conditions are unusu-
ally  mild,  we  are planning  another
consignment    of    food,    blankets,
plastic sheeting and medicines.  For
months  we  have  been  trying to  get
food to the Jews of Mostar - a city
which has been bombed more often
than  Sarajevo  and  where,  it  is  re-
ported,   the  inhabitants   eat  grass.
The food is sitting in Split where the
Jewish community waits  and plans,
plans and watts for the right moment
to  move  it.  I  know  some  has  been
received  in  the  past  because  I  re-
ceived this letter at the end of Janu-
ary fi.om a young refugee in the UK:

"My parents live in Mostar, Bos-

nia. They have a lot of problems in
finding  enough  food  supplies.  It is
very   dangerous   to   walk   in   the
streets and even  if they find some-
thing,  the  prices  are  so  high  that
they can hardly afford to buy it.  A
few weeks  ago  they  received a big
parcel  full  of  food  from  you  and
CBF. They wish to say how much it
will help them and how nice it is to
know that somebody cares. I would
also like to thank you in the name
of my husband and son,  as well  as
my own name.  Since we arrived in
London  in  September  1992,  ladies
and gentlemen from CBF helped us
in  everything.  It was hard to come
to a new country where everything
is strange, but without your help it
would have been much more diffi-
cult.  I hope that  some  day we will
be able to help somebody else, like
you helped us".
At   the   end   of   last   year,   the

Chairman  of  the  Sarajevo  Jewish
community     came    to    the    UK,
together  with  the  President  of  Lcz
Bc#cvo/c#cz.fl.   a   Jewish   charitable

organisation based in Sarajevo. Both
men  talked  about  their experiences.
They    thanked    the    Anglo-Jewish
community for its  support and care.
"We  share  your  aid  with  our  non-

Jewish  neighbours,  not  to  buy  our
freedom   but   because   we   have   a
conscience.   Our  community  centre
distributes  200  hot  meals  per  day,
despite  being  hit  five  times  by  artil-
lery  fire.   Thanks   to   you  we   shall
survive".    These    two    modem-day
heroes   returned   to   Sarajevo   after
their  UK  visit,  determined  to  con-
tinue their work. "We are devoted to
the  community.  We  have  a  duty  to
preserve the culture that our parents
and their parents built over hundreds
of  years".  Both  men  have  some  of
their  family  in  Israel.   One  has  his
wife and two sons there and the other
just his two sons, as his wife remains
with him in Sarajevo.

As  well  as  the  rescue,  relief  and
maintenance programmes in Croatia
and Serbia,  CBF World Jewish  Re-
lief   is   caring   for   Jews   who   have
sought the sanctuary of these shores.
Whilst they await clearance from the
UK   Home   Office   to   stay   in   this
country, CBF is paying for their care
and  maintenance  in  bed  and  break-
fast  accommodation  or  in  privately
rented flats.  They have  arrived pen-
niless,    many    too    traumatised    to
speak of their experiences or to think
about  the  future.  Some  100  people
are  in  our  care,  some  are  holocaust
survivors,  some have families still in
Sarajevo  or elsewhere  in  Croatia  or
Serbia,  all  have  left  behind  homes,
jobs, professional status and security.
Many  cannot  believe  what  has  hap-
pened.  One  young  woman  aged  30
said  "Sarajevo  was  a  beautiful  city.
For  hundreds  of  years,  four  major
cultures have lived happily together.
It's  difficult  to  imagive  that  some-
thing  like  this  could  happen  in  the
civilised   world".   Her   grandmother
has been a refugee three times, firstly
after World War I, then World War
11 and again now.  No fewer than 75
members  of the  family were  victims
of Nazi  concentration  camps - 85°/o
of the 9,000 Jews living in Sarajevo in
1940 were murdered by the Nazis.

The Anglo-Jewish community has
a fine tradition of support for needy
refugees  and  these  people  will  need
all  our  care  and  compassion  if they
are to rebuild their livesl

Cheryl  R.  Mariner  wczs  bc)r#  I.#  A4c/bowr#c
and  lives  in  North West  London.  She  is  the
Executive   Director   of   the   Central   British
Fund for World Jewish  Relief.



HOW NEW JEWISH LIFE
IS BORN IN
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ents in Jewish History at University
College,  London.  "I'm off to Push-
kin,  in  the  Petersburg  suburbs,  to
work  with  local  kids  at  a  Zionist
summer    camp",     she     cheerfully
announced.

On board the flight, I sat next to
a    friendly    Californian,    Barbara
DeKovner-Mayer,  who  was  travel-
ling  to  Russia  in  conjunction  with
the  activities  of  `Friends  Assisting
Friends',    a   foundation    she   had
organised    to    provide    person-to-
person  links  to  individuals  in  the
former Soviet Union.

No sooner had the plane touched
down    at    Pulkovo    airport    than
another surprise  awaited:  a raptur-
ous,    black-coated   crowd,    armed
with   Yiddish   banners   and   video
cameras, flooded the reception hall
to welcome their new Hczsz.dz.c rabbi
to St.  Petersburg.

My  reception  committee,   while
smaller,  was  no  less  warm.   I  was
greeted by a faculty member of the
St.  Petersburg Jewish Free Univer-
sity,  Viktor  Kelner,  who  whisked
me off to give a paper at a scholarly
conference devoted to the history of

John Klier
the  Jews  in  Russia  and  the  Soviet
Union, held in the prestigious venue
of   the   beautiful   pre-revolutionary
mansion of the Union of Composers.

For the Jews of Eastern Europe,
`the times they are a-changing'.

Until  the  August  Coup  of  1991
and the final break-up of the Soviet
Union,  the  issue  of  ¢/I.yczfe  domin-
ated Soviet Jewish life. Freedom of
emigration   has   now   become   an
accepted   fact   of   life.   The   only
things  that  still  impede  emigration
are lingering fears about security in
the  State  of  Israel  and  well-docu-
mented  concerns  about  the  ability
of  the  State  to  absorb  large  num-
bers of East European Jews.  Many
of  these  possess  high  professional
qualifications  and,  by  Soviet  stan-
dards,   a   reasonable   standard   of
living.

As  the  twin  issues  of the  Rc;fysc-
#z.ds and of cz/z.ych lose their urgency,
a new problem  has  emerged:  what
is to be the fate of Jews who choose
to  remain  in  Eastern  Europe?  A
whole range  of possibilities  of self-
identification is now open to Jews in
the East,  as it has been for Jews in
the  West  for  over  a  century.  The
difference  lies  in  the  absence  of  a

debate on the nature of Jewishness
during  the  whole  seventy  years  of
Soviet rule.

From 1917 on, Jews in the Soviet
Union were unilaterally defined by
the  state  in  one  way  only -  as  an
ethnic  group,   tied  together  by   a
common oulture, a common history,
and  a  common  language,  Yiddish.
Judaism,  a  system  of  religious  be-
lief,   was   rejected   by   Communist
theoreticians as not being an essen-
tial   ingredient  of  Jewish  nati,onal
culture,  nor  were  Jews  considered
part   of  a  larger   `Jewish   People',
however  understood.  As for  Zion-
ism,  it  was  simply  outlawed,  con-
demned as  `bourgeois nationalism'.

Even this narrow, state-sponsored
definition  proved  tenuous,  for  the
Soviet state always viewed the Jews
as  a  `secondary'  nationality  which
would be one of the first to assimi-
late into a new Soviet identity. This
process  was  not  allowed  to  occur
naturally.   The  twin  blows  of  the
Holocaust  and  Stalin's  state-spon-
sored     anti-Semitism     after     1948
effectively  destroyed  the  Yiddish-
speaking   Jewish    `ethnos'    in   the
USSR.

Jews were virtually obliged to re-
invent themselves after Stalin's death
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had  ended  the  period  of worst rep-
ression.  Two  phenomena  helped  in
this  process.  The first was  negative.
The  experience  of  the  Holocaust
created a spiritual bond of suffering
between  all  Jews.  The  second  was
positive  -  the   emergence   of  the
State   of  Israel,   as   a   symbol   of
Jewish pride and endurance.  Soviet
hostility to  Israel  and Zionism  and
official    efforts    to    submerge   the
Holocaust  in  the  general  suffering
of the Soviet people  in  `The  Great
Patriotic  War',  placed  both  these
strands of national identity outside
permitted   bounds.   To   declare   a
fellowship with the `Jewish People' ,
or  a  commitment  to  Zion,  consti-
tuted  an  act  of real courage,  for it
guaranteed     instant     persecution.
Under such conditions, there could
be  nothing  spontaneous  or  normal
about being a Jew.

That  old  order  has  passed,  the
Rc:fyse#!.ks   have   largely   departed
and as many as a million Jews now
face the whole range of possibilities
for a modern Jewish identity.

For many of them, it is a voyage
of   discovery,    a   process   of   self-
emancipation wherein, as one writer
put  it,   "every  Jew  must  become
aware  of  belonging  to  Jewry  and
must  free  himself from  the  fear of
being  a  Jew".  At  the  start  of  this
process, the level of self-knowledge
was often pitifully low.  Early issues
of   the   Soviet   Jewish   press,   for
example,  carried  earnest  features
explaining the origins of Passover,
or the High Holydays.  One column
attempted  to   explain   "why  some
Jews   don't   eat   certain   kinds   of
meat".   Whole   issues   were   filled
with  Russian  translations  of  West-
ern works on Jewish history.  Slow-
ly,   however,   home-grown   Jewish
historians    and    cultural    workers
have appeared, either amateur hob-
byists or professionals dedicated to
creating  a  new  field  of knowledge
hitherto banned.

There  is  a  noteworthy  revulsion
in  post-communist  society  against
the  militant  atheism  of  the  Soviet
past and a resurgence of religion as
a carrier of national identity - esp-
ecially  the  linking  of  the  Russian
Orthodox    Church    with    Russian
nationalism.   It   is   not   surprising,
therefore,    that    many    Jews    are
attempting  to  recover  the  spiritual
roots o£ Iuda.ism.  Habad Hasidism
was quick to organise and spread its
message  throughout  the  USSR - I
recall  my  amazement  at  finding  a
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colourful   illuminated   sign   on   the
main   shopping   street   of   Nizhnii
Novgorod,  pointing  the  way  to  a
Hasidic praLyer house.

Some would-be Jews have found
the   fervent   atmosphere   of   the
Hczsz.dz.c   community   too   great   a
contrast with their secular past, or
have  rejected  the  militancy  of  its
adherents, exemplified by the noisy
demonstrations in Moscow deman-
ding   the   return   of   the   personal
library  of the  previous  Lubavicher
rebbc.   They  have  helped  to   org-
anise   Reform  .synagogues,   which
are   now   beginning   to   spring   up
around the CIS.

Other Jews  have  chosen  to  play
down religion or ignore it altogether
and to  seek a cultural definition of
Jewishness.   For   them   there   is   a
multitude of cultural centres, as well
as the new Jewish Free Universities.
They  offer  courses  in  Hebrew   or
Yiddish language , Jewiish history and
Judaica. The Jewish Free University
of  Moscow  is  seeking  accreditation
from  the  Ministry  of Higher  Edu-
cation,   which  would  enable  it  to
confer  degrees  recognised  by  the
state. The Jewish Free University of
St. I;etersburg sponsored the Jewish
historical   conferences   in   which   I
participated and was able to achieve
a very high scholarly standard. Jew-
ish   museums   have   opened   in   a
number  of  cities.  A  publishing  in-
itiative   seeks   to   provide   low-cost
books on Jewish subjects, printed in
Russian in Russia.

Perhaps   even   more   significant,
the   first   stirrings   of   a   system   of
Jewish     primary     and     secondary
schools  can  be  seen.  On  my return
flight  from  St.  Petersburg,  I  found
an  advertisement  for  the  entrance
examinations for just such a school
in  the  St.  Petersburg  Jewish  news-
paper IVczrocz A4oz.  (My  People).

A growing self-confidence is also
apparent    among    Russian    Jews.
They   recognise   that   the   noisy,
militant  anti-Semitic  groups,  like
Pamyat,  which have  been  so well-
publicised   in   the   West,   in   fact
enjoy  no  popular  mandate.  They
are determined not to permit these
groups   to   intimidate   the   Jewish
community, as they did in the past
on   a   regular   basis   by   spreading
rumours  of  forthcoming  pogroms
in   Moscow,   St.   Petersburg   and
other large Soviet cities.  Now, the
antics of the anti-Semites are care-
fully monitored and challenged.  A
group   of  St.   Petersburg   activists

has  set  out  to  collect  and  identify
all  the nationalist and  anti-Semitic
papers   distributed   in   St.   Peters-
burg.  The  Jewish  press  itself confi-
dently   and   energetically   responds
to  anti-Semitic articles  in  mass-  cir-
culation   newspapers   such   as   the
right-wing  Dczy.  Legal  proceedings
have  been  started  against  a  nun-
ber    of   anti-Semites    for    actions
designed   to   incite   racial   hatred,
which  is  a  violation  of  the  law  of
the  Russian Federation.

The places of Jewish  martyrdom
are  now  being  properly  preserved
and     commemorated.     Ukrainian
Jews have erected a new monument
at   the   Kiev   mass-murder   site   of
Babi Yar and  a major commemor-
ation was conducted for the fiftieth
anniversary  of  the  massacre,  com-
plete with a photographic exhibition
and a scholarly conference.

Some      have      suggested      that
attempting to  rebuild Jewish life in
Eastern  Europe  is  tantamount  to
building  a  dwelling in  a graveyard.
This  strikes  me  as  too  pessimistic,
especially  after  what  I  have  seen
with  my own  eyes  in  Eastern  Eur-
ope.  There is now the strong possi-
bility that anywhere from 500,000 to
a million Jews will continue to live in
the lands of the former Soviet Un-
ion.  Many are determined that this
will   be   a   `Jewish'   existence.   The
nature of that Jewish existence will
be defined in many different ways,
religious,    cultural,    psychological.
This very diversity, I believe,  lends
it  strength.   East  European  Jewry
has  the  chance,  at  last,  to  become
`normal'   in   the   Western   sense  -
multi-dimensional,    vibrant,    riven
by   dissent   and   disagreement   and
therefore completely alive.

When a number of Soviet m6nu-
ments  and  memorials  were  pulled
down,  it was discovered more than
once  that  Jewish  tombstones  had
been   used   as   an   in fill   for   their
foundations. Too often Jews played
the   role   of   filler   for   the   failed
experiments    of    Communism.    A
growing  number  of  Jews  is  deter-
mined  that  the  despoliation  of the
Jewish past must now give way to a
different  future.   Gravestones   and
memorials  will  endure  but  along-
side  them  will  also  persist  a  living
Jewish presencel

John D. Klier  is  Corob  Lecturer in  Modern
Jewish  History   at  University  College,   Lon-
don.  He is the author of Russia. Ga,the[s Her
Jews czr!d co-adz.for o/ Pogroms:  Anti-Jewish
Violence in  Modern  Russian  History.
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F_ew,.  !f any,  of tfae rec_essions since _the 1930s, have hit the South-East with the severity  of the current slump.  The
I.ewish f.omrr!u.nity. in Britain is predominqntly located in Greater London and the Home Counties.  It has thierefore
beer affe:ted by th? recfssig.n to .an inordi_nat_e degree_.  I_i has not just been manual workers who have been laid off
and.not.just school and col_lege !eave!s who have failed to get jobs.  Mature,  middle-class professionals, for whd-in
redundan.cy was previously  only  a fea_tar_e of industrial life in the North,  11,eve suffered.  Those who hc[ive always

supported_the com.mupity have sudd_erty found the _need for sxpport for themselves . MaLma. asked three members of
Progressive  Synagogues who have recently been made redundant to wri,te about that experience.

MYTHS EXPLODED

Jenny Stephany

ISTARTED  WORK  IN  1978,
after a conventional school and
university education. Following

a  variety  of jobs  within  the  health
service,  I  made  a  positive  decision
to    seek    wider    experience    and
turned   my   hand   to   management
consultancy.   It   was   a   fascinating
and    stimulating    experience    for
eighteen months and I learnt a great
deal.   Then   the   firm   merged,   a
battle  ensued  and in January  1990,
50 consultants - mainly from my old
firm - were made  redundant over-
night.

My  initial   response  was   numb-
ness,   followed   by   disorientation.
Then a variety of sensations which I
was later to understand were entire-
ly  `normal',  including  anger,  going
into  overdrive  to  try  to  find  a job
and  finally,   with   support  from   a
variety   of   sources,   developing   a
clear  focus  and  sense  of  direction
which  led,  in  a  few  months,  to  a
new job.

Three  years  on,  I  can  gain  some
perspective    on     the    experience.
What did I learn and how can it be
used positively?

Major  myths  which  I  had  never
questioned were  exploded.  For ex-
ample:
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1.  `Work hard and you'Il succeed'.
Work  life  is,  in  reality,  neither
stable  nor  predictable.   Careers
are built - but only partially - by
hard  work.  Increasingly,  as  the
business       sociologist       Charles
Handy   has   suggested,   `spliced'
careers    will    be    the    norm    -
perhaps with a series of different`careers'  rather  than  a  `job  for

life'.  This  offers the opportunity
for  a  more  varied  working  life,
perhaps with several careers.

2.  `Enforced change is bad'.
An enforced change can offer an
opportunity - not least to recon-
sider direction and life goals.

3.  `The community is all-embracing
and supportive in crises'.
My redundancy came  at the  be-
ginning  of  the  recession.   I  did
have  support  from   a  range  of
people.  The  wider  `community'
appeared unsure how to respond
-even embarrassed. There is, in
practice,   a  wide  range  of  con-
structive things that can be done.
I am delighted to see the growth
of job  clubs  and the new Jewish
Care initiative.
What helped? I have listed below

a few thoughts,  mindful that I was

in my early thirties, with no depen-
dants.

In   the   immediate   aftermath   of
the   shock,   there   was   a   need   to
check that the basics were in place.
For example, that terms and condi-
tions agreed to were within the law
and  that  financial  affairs  were  as
organised  as  possible.  An  old  col-
league   made   a   valuable   call   to
check these out - I was too shocked
to think these things through in the
first few days.  It can  be  calming to
work   out   quietly   how   long   the
money can really  last!

The support from my peer group
and  from  elsewhere  reinforced  my
sense    of    individual    worth    and
helped  me  to  regain  the  initiative
after there had been an overwhelm-
ing sense of loss of control. Another
colleague  used  to  call  and  see  me
regularly  and  ask  gently  for  `prog-
ress   reports'   on   networking,   job
applications   -   while   encouraging
me   to   wait  until   the  opportunity
that felt right came along.

A much loved great-uncle invited
me over to dinner, listened careful-
ly to  what had  happened  and  then
disappeared, returning with a type-
writer.  He suggested I borrow it as
it  might  come  in  useful  for  letters

Continued on next page



and   applications.  .The   highest   of
Maimonides' degrees of charity is to
provide  support  and the  means for
the  individual  to  regain  independ-
ence.  My  great-uncle's  simple  and
tangible assistance was of great help
-  not  least  in  enabling  me  to  take
back control of my future. He knew
when I found a new job but died the
very day I took up my post.

Several old clients asked me to do
independent  work  for  them.   This
provided a welcome  `stop-gap'  and
rebuilt  my  confidence  t6  enter  the
job market. It also helped me enor-
mously in my `self-marketing' at job
interviews.    Does   the   community
have  any  openings  that  could  help
those  `between jobs'?

And the community? I think that
there   are   enormous  opportunities
for  assisting  in  a  variety  of ways -
both   practical,   in   the   immediate
aftermath  and  in  the  longer  term.
Some synagogues are now respond-
ing with `job clubs' and Jewish Care
is  providing  `houseroom'  for  those
`between jobs',  offering basic  advi-

ce,  `office  areas'  and  opportunities
for peer support.

Sadly,  the  recession  shows  little
sign of lifting and the new reality is
likely  to  be  that  many  of  working
age will go through periods without
work. There is a real opportunity for
the community to respond positively
both  in  supporting  individuals  and
inviting contributions to  community
endeavours.

Three  years  on,  I  am  convinced
that  the  challenge  lies  in   `turning
crises into opportunity' , reconsider-
ing  direction  and  goals  and  having
the  courage  to  wait  as  long  as  it
takes   for   the   right   job   to   come
alongl
Jenny  Sterfualny  is  a  member  of  the  Liberal
Jewish Synagogue.  She has been active in the
wider  community  including  Leo  Baeck  Col-
lege  and  the  Manor  House.  She  is  currently
working  as  a  business  manager  at  St  Mary's
Hospital,  London.

BEREAVEMENT

Steve Levenson

DECEMBER  1991  WAS A
happy time!  The  Personnel
Director  was  actually  nag-

ging me to give up my two-year-old
car in favour of a brand new model
in the colour of my choice.  My old
car was to go to a Training Officer.
Any  thoughts  I  had  been  harbour-

ing     about    possible     redundancy
quickly evaporated, as no one gets a
new  car  with  redundancy  in  pros-
pect.

March  1992  -  I  experienced  the
proof that one can indeed receive a
new car with the `Big R' around the
corner.

In itself it is not life-threatening,
nor  is  it  even  an  illness.   To  me,
though,  it  seemed  like  a  bereave-
ment.  In  reality,  that  must  be  an
insult   to   anyone   who   has   lost   a
loved one. Yet I had lost something
dear and special. A major part of my
life had been wiped out,  apparently
through no fault of my own and, at
the time, I thought about it virtually
every  waking  moment  and  a  good
deal of my sleeping moments too.

Just  a  short  statement  really.  It
was all over in a few seconds but it
certainly had its effect.  "Steve", he
said,  "as  you  know,  from  time  to
time,    companies   re-assess   their
strategy,  re-look at their priorities,
re-set   the   goal-posts,   restructure,
reorganise .  .  . well, such a reorgan-
isation  has  just  been  discussed  by
the board and I have to tell you that
certain  changes  will  take  effect  at
the  end  of  the  month.  I  regret  to
have to inform you that one of the
unpleasant consequences is the fact
that the role you perform for us will
no longer exist.  Please rest assured
that  it's  nothing  personal  and,  in-
deed, a number of other people will
be affected too".

As  you  can  imagine,  I  felt  my
heart sink. In thirty seconds flat, my
working life lay in shreds and I had
become another sad, economic stat-
istic.

I  remember  loosening  my  collar
and tie. I know the first thing I said
to   my  boss  was   "I   bet   that  was
difficult  for  you  to  say".  What  an
absurd reaction, yet what else could
I   have   said   or   done?   Hit   him,
scream,  shout  and  swear  at  him?  I
think not. I was probably in shock. I
actually remember thinking,  ``Well,
I'm  Jewish,  1'11  get  through  this".
Perhaps   another  absurd   reaction,
perhaps not.

During the next day or two, I am
sure  my mind went through nearly
every  human   emotion   possible.   I
felt     used,     abused,     humiliated,
worthless, bitter, angry  .  .  .  but still
Jewish.

I started to think about the mort-
gage,   house  repossession   and  the
like.  I felt very low one minute and
yet supremely confident the next.

I  was  beginning  to  take  in  how
other   people   were   reacting.   The
reactions were very varied indeed.

I understand that there have been
a number of cases where men who
have been  made  redundant  do  not
tell  their  families.  They  leave  and
return home at the same time every
day  to  avoid  suspicion.  They  hope
they  will  find  another  job  quickly
and that  all  will be well.

I have to report that my reaction
was totally different.  The mere fact
that I am recounting my experience
here  is  ample  evidence  of this.  By
6pm   on   that   fateful   day,   all   my
family  and  the  friends  I  hold  dear
knew  that  I  was  about  to  lose  my
job. My philosophy was, they share
my  joy  so  they  can  share  my  sor-
row.

No  one  could say the right thing
to  me.  Some  people  were,  I  felt,
more insensitive than others. There
was  Mary  at  work,  who  asked  if
anyone   else   had   yet   claimed   my
desk  calculator.   There  was  Fred,
who  got  really  excited  about  the
prospect of inheriting my car park-
ing  space  and  Gladys,  who  could
hardly   contain   herself   when   she
heard a rumour that she was getting
my computer.

George  said,  ``You'll  be  alright.
You  Jews   always  stick  together"!
"Too right", I thought, although I'm
not  entirely  sure  why.  However,  I
know I felt as if I was being attacked.
I   needed   a   defence   strategy,   a
crutch - and my Judaism was begin-
ming to  come to my rescue.

There  were  those  at  work  who
could not face me.  It was as if I had
contracted some terrible contagious
disease.   They  actually  turned  the
other  way  if  we  were  heading  to-
wards each other down the corridor.
Some seemed to have a last-minute
urge  to  visit  the  toilet,  which  was,
conveniently,    the    next    available
door .  .  .  or was it my imagination?

My younger daughter was, at one
stage,  seen  running  up  and  down
the  street  singing  "Daddy's lost his
job, Daddy's lost his job, Ee-I-addio,
Daddy's lost his job". There was my
older daughter who offered to make
the    supreme   sacrifice    and    raise
some  money  by  selling  her  Game
Boy. I am pleased to report that this
has not proved necessary.

There   was   the   work   colleague
who  said,  "What  on  earth  are  you
going  to  do?  With  the  job  market
being what it is,  you'll probably be
out   of   work   for   months,   if   not
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years". There was Charlie who said,"Don't  worry,  good  people  always

get another job within a month". At
first I thought,  what a nice compli-
ment.  But does it mean  If I  do  not
get a job in  the  next 26  days,  I  am
#of good?  I hoped not.

Initially,   all   I   wanted   was   for
people to listen to me, without even
having  to  answer  me.  I  needed  to
wallow  in  self-pity  and  I  certainly
did  feel   sorry  for  myself .   Rather
than    shout    at    work    colleagues
whom  I  thought  had  been  insensi-
tive,  I  let  my  temper  out  on  those
with  whom  I  felt  the  most  secure;
my  family  and  friends.  Probably  a
very   natural   reaction   but   not   a
pleasant one and one I am relieved
to  say  (and  so  is  my  family),  that
has  passed.   As  has  my  period  of
unemployment.

Although  once  again  part  of my
life,  work  is  no  longer  the  major
part  of  it.  I  hope  I  have  learnt  to
balance work with the  other activi-
ties I enjoy, including an expanding
role within Jewish education.

I   cannot  say  I  would  welcome
another spell of unemployment, far
from it, but at least I know it is not
the  end  of the  world  and  that  one
can     actually    survive     this     very
traumatic  adventure  and  come  out
almost smilingl

Steve Levenson,  who  was  born  in  Hackney
and  lives  in  East  Barnet,  is,  happily,  now
back in work as an Area Manager for a pizza
Company.

WINNING SUPPORT

Keith A.  Price

ISUPPOSE   THAT   I   HAD
seen it coming for some months.
Fewer  appointments,  less  post

and  heightening  concern  as  to  our
financial position. I was experiencing
the gnawing at the pit of the stom-
ach  that  so77ccffez.ng  would  be  said
but   hoping   against   hope   that   it
would  not.  Then  the  decision  was
made -"I am sorry but we will have
to let you go" - the euphemism for
being  made  redundant.  Because,  I
was told, I was too expensive in the
current climate.

Everybody says that such  a deci-
sion should not be taken personally
but,  inevitably,  it is.

When   the   decision   was   finally
made,  in January last year,  in hon-
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esty I suppose I felt relief . The fear
had been translated into reality and
at  least  I  was  forced  into  positive
action.    I   had   only   been   in   my
practice  for  some  eighteen  months
and on the  `last in, first out' princi-
plc I was the obvious choice if costs
had to be cut.  So where to go now?
I  had  already  had  one  change  of
practice  in  the  last  four years,  due
to  external  circumstances  and  had
then  indeed  felt  a  sense  of  shame
that  I  was  unable  to  maintain  the
security  of  a  job  that  seemed  the
prerogative  of  .every  "nice  Jewish
boy".   At   that   time,   I   kept   my
circumstances  to  myself,  not  men-
tioning  my  dilemma  to  others  and
doing my best,  albeit alone, to find
an  alternative  position.  Fortunate-
ly,   on   that   occasion   I   was   not
actually  out-of-work  and  did  find
another practice but maybe, as I now

::a:i::iethoaftd]5fi:-:#;.:Sneddstfrse°s]sat;°a:
not the best approach.

Now,   once   again,   I   was   in   a
similar situation, although this time
I was conscious of being part of the
disease   of  recession.   I   had  three
months to find another practice and
decided  not  to  be  reticent.  To  my
own surprise, I found myself talking
about  my  predicament   to   friends
and  colleagues,  particularly  in  the
synagogue and community of which
I  happen   to   be  chairman.   I  was
equally  surprised  -  although  with
hindsight  I  know  that  I  should  not
have been - and comforted by  the
sympathy  and  support  which  I  im-
mediately  received.   By  no  means
was   I   isolated   or   made   to   feel
ashamed   but   rather,   by   talking,
found  that  others  were  willing  to
help,  to  give  me an  opportunity to
share ideas and, in turn, for others
to share their experiences with me if
they  had  suffered  similarly  in  the
past.   Ideas  were  contributed   and
even introductions made. I was told
of the efforts of Jewish Care to help
people who had been made redun-
dant.    Those   friends   within   the
synagogue who were  aware of my
position  became almost like  an  ex-
tended family to whom I could talk
freely.

If, on this occasion, I had felt any
shame  at  being  made  redundant,
that shame  evaporated very quick-
ly. As chairman of my synagogue, I
had to balance both my professional
life and my search for another posi-
tion with the duties I had voluntarily
undertaken for my community. The

communal  spirit  helped  to  ensure
that  the  planning  and  organisation
continued  as  normal  but  an  effort
was  made  to  relieve  me  personally
of  any  additional  burden,  so  that
my time could be directed to finding
another position. I do not deny that
I  was  worried  and  concerned,  for
my own sake and that of my family,
but  we  certainly  did  not  feel  iso-
lated.

Fortunately,  I  was  able  to  find
another  position  within  my  three-
month deadline and was not out-of-
work.  I  had  been  lucky.  I  am  very
conscious  that  others  do  not  have
that good fortune and have to spend
weeks   or   even   months   at   home
waiting  for  the  right  job  to  come
along.   Equally,   I  know  that  time
often blunts good intentions and my
own experience taught me that it is
important   for   our   synagogues   to
ensure that they do not forget those
who  remain  unemployed  after  the
first  flush  of  interest  and  support.
As communities, we have to provide
facilities  for  contact,  support  and,
wherever   possible,    introductions.
We  have  to  be  particularly  careful
to  treat  our  members  with  comp-
assion  and  to  remember  that  their
financial    difficulties    in    such    cir-
cumstances,   if   we   are   aware   of
them,  should  in  no  way  preclude
their  continuing  involvement  in  all
activities within  the synagogue.

The   personal   and   human   con-
sequences of unemployment are the
same for an individual whatever his
race  or religion.  Yet we know  that
the  Jewish  people  seems  to  have  a
unique quality,  that of identification
and support.  However well we may
know  him  or  her,  instinctively  we
wish to help a fellow-Jew in times of
trouble,  to  show  that  we  care  and
perhaps be practical in how we give
that  support.  Our  synagogues  and
our  communities  are  the  practical
manifestation   of   that   caring   role
and,  as chairman  of a synagogue,  I
am  very  conscious  that we  have  to
show  to  our  members  that  we  are
not  there  merely  to  receive  their
financial subscription and to provide
the   venue   for  the   `annual   general
meeting' of the High Holydays. I felt
personal worries and concerns and I
would  not  deny  them  but  the  care
and  support  from   my  community
helped to place them in perspective.
That is the help we must try to give
so many othersl
K_ctqu AL. Priee is a solicitor and chairman of
Edgware  &  District Reform Synagogue.
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"NAHUM. .". AND A TOUCH
louder,   "Nahum..".  No  re-
sponse.    The    man's    mind

seemed  temporarily  out  of  reach.
Standing over the threshold, he was
stopped cold -not like some dumb,
stunned   animal,   but   like   a   man
struck  by  a  good  idea  or  surprised
by  the  unexpected  recognition  of
something familiar.

Again   I   tried,   calling   him   this
time  by  his  first  name,  "Faraj".  I
spoke in an urgent whisper.  Often a
hiss  is  better  heard  than  a  shout.
But  still  no  response.   My  second
attempt  to  penetrate  his  thoughts
seemed to drive him yet deeper into
his own mind.

Meanwhile,  the  other  four  men
under my command charged past to
pick  out  the  best'beds,  either  in  a
corner  or  under  a  window  or  one
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with a she-lf'over it.  Newly elevated
to the rank of sergeant, this position
and these men were my responsibil-
ity  for  the  next  thirty  days.   Our
mission was to guard the house and
keep  a  vigilant  eye  on  the  neigh-
bouring   rooftops   and   the   mean
alleys below. The least sign of trou-
ble -a burning tyre, a shrill whistle,
a thrown stone - had to be radioed
immediately  to  army  headquarters
perched  high  on  a  hill  above  the
town.

And again,  "Faraj".
"If    walls    could    speak,    these

would  have  some tale to  tell..."  he
said dreamily, speaking to no one in
particular.

From the army's perspective, this
old  house  served  as  a  perfect  pos-
ition.  It was large,  detached,  aban-
doned   and   situated   right   on   the

edge  of  the  old  Jewish  Quarter  of
Hebron.  We were told nothing  ab-
out its history or former ownership.
All  we knew as  soldiers was that it
would  be  our  home  for  the  next
thirty days of our lives.

"...    some   tale   to   tell    ...",   he

repeated.
Faraj  Nahum  lived on  the  fringe

of    society,    somewhere    between
reality and fantasy. He was a notably
unsuccessful   writer.   Nevertheless,
he  looked  on  paper and pen  as  his
best   friends   and   always   came   to
reserve   duty   well   equipped   with
these two tools of his trade. He was
one  of those  people  who  could  do
nothing  without  a  cigarette  in  his
mouth.  The  best part of what  little
he earned went up in smoke.

Reserve  duty  offered  most  sold-
iers  that  one  glorious  opportunity

Continued on next page
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every   year   to   impress   their   col-
leagues  with  big  talk  -  the  bigger
the  better.  Not  so  Faraj.  He  had
very little to say to anybody. That is
how he had developed the reputation
of  a   recluse.   But   that's   precisely
why   I   liked   him   -  he   was   self-
contained,    and    curiously...    in    a
way...  untamed.

"Thanks  to  the  army,  Faraj",  I

said with false first-day good cheer,
``you've  got  plenty  of  time  to  give

these walls voices". The idle remark
gave me an idea.  "Faraj, why don't
you   make   up   a   story   about   this
house? `About the people who lived
here,  and how it came to be aban-
doned.  Then  tell  it to us.  All these
characters  ever  do  is  play  rummy
day  and  night  and  listen  to  inane
music on the radio.  A story'll make
a  nice  change  from  the  routine  of
guarding, eating and sleeping. How
about  it?".   I  finished  like  a  child
imploring  his  father to  read  a  bed-
time  story.

"I don't know, Sarge".  Faraj was

the  only  one  who  ever  called  me
`Sarge'.

"Come on, man", I urged, "don't

be   modest.   1'11   get   the   others   to
listen   and   once   you   start,   they'll
want to hear your story to the end.
Right?"

"Let me think  about it for a few
days,  OK,  Sarge?"

"Sure,   sure,   Faraj.   As   I   said,

we've   got   plenty   of   time   here.
We're not going anywhere".

Not long into our stint I seized on
a break between card games to say,
"Listen,   Faraj   is  going  to  tell  us

about  this  house".   I  shot  a  filthy
look at whoever it was who moaned
and said,  "Right, Faraj?"

Faraj    unplugged    the    cigarette
from his lips  and let it dangle for a
moment     between  `  his     tobacco-
stained  fingers.   He  began  slowly,
powerfully,  "The truth of any story
does   not   come   from   the   teller's
mouth.   Rather  does  it   lie   in   the
listener's ears.  After all, how can a
story be true? Either it is a story or
it is the truth. In the end it is for you
to decide if what I have told you is a
story  or  the  truth".  Here,  pausing
slightly,   he   now   shifted   into   his
narrative.  ``1  don't  have  to  remind
you of the  riots that swept  through
Hebron   in   1929.   They're   history.
They're also the reason we are here
in this  house today.  But how those
riots turned this house into an emp-
ty shell -that is  mine to  tell.

"You see, when I walked through

the    door    of    this    place,    it    all
looked...   ``familiar.   I   remembered
the  vaulted  ceiling  in  the  long  hall
and recognised the colours  and  de-
sign  of the  floor tiles,  even  though
they're worn  and faded now.  From
that   nail   in   the   wall   over  there,
hung  a  picture  of  the  Hczr¢77t,  the
`Sanctuary',   which  we  in   Hebrew

call  Mczcfepc/¢fe,  the  `Tomb  of  the
Patriarchs'.  And above us here was
a family photo  of the  al-Ta'ib clan.
And on this wall opposite, a picture
of King Abdullah of Jordan.

"It  is  as  if  I'd  lived  here  once.

But, of course, I never have. Matter
of  fact,   I   had   never   set   foot   in
Hebron until four days  ago.

"I  wonder  if any  of you  noticed
the places where the 77tczkzof were
once nailed to the doorposts inside?
On every door except the entrance
to  the  house.  Strange,  you  say  to
yourselves.   Because   from   what   I
have  said,  you  assumed  this  was  a
Muslim home.  And quite right too.
It was.  So what am I telling you?"

Here  I  stopped  the  proceedings,
much    to    everyone's    annoyance.
Evening was advancing and prepar-
ations for the long night ahead had
to be made.

Faraj took up his story two nights
later on Fret/ Sfe¢bbczf , Friday even-
ing.  Unscrewing the  cigarette from
his  mouth,  he  began  in  a  hushed
voice.   "At  first,   the  rumour  `the
Jews are massacring Muslims on the
streets      of      Jerusalem'      spread
through  Hebron  in  every  direction
like   a   tremor   underfoot.    Soon,
everywhere, the rumour flared into
shouts,   `the   Jews   are   massacring
Muslims',   which  in  turn  blew  up
into frenzied rioting.  Raging, mind-
less,   demon-driven   mobs   flowed,
red-hot for blood, along every tight
and   narrow   street.    Armed   with
axes,   sticks   and  pipes,   men  with
flame-filled  eyes  smashed,  spoiled
and  burned...   the  synagogue,   the
hospital,  the  homes.  And pounded
Jews  into  unrecognisable  flesh.  In
one   house   alone,   nineteen   Jews
were murdered.

"On  that  same  Friday  morning,

other  Muslims  hid,  protected  and
saved   their  Jewish   neighbours   at
great risk to their own lives. Among
these was Anwar al-Ta'ib, a school-
master.   With   no   thought   for   his
own  safety,  he  stole  over  rooftops
and  through  alleys  to  the  home  of
the respected Dr Ralph Weintraub.
He  found  the  physician,   his  wife
Eva   and   their   seventeen-year-old

daughter,  Sonja,  huddled  fearfully
together in  a corner of their kitch-
en. Returning by the same route, he
brought  the  Weintraub  family into
his  home  -  this  house  -  and  con-
cealed them in the pantry right over
there.

"Al-Ta'ib's    only    son    brought

them  food  and  drink.  Though  he
had never seen Sonja before,  after
one  look  he  knew  at  once  that  he
would marry her. She, for her part,
embraced his eyes with the warmth
of   her   own.   A   shivering   stir   of
emotions  confounded  her.  Imagine
-in one moment she and her family
had only narrowly escaped a murd-
erous mob  and in the next she was
falling  in  love  for  the  first  time  in
her life.

"By Sunday, the remnant of Heb-

ron's  Jewish  community  with  their
few   belongings   had   been    safely
ushered  out  of town  by  the  British
police.  Unlike most of the survivors,
who went to Tel Aviv where it was
thought    greater    safety    lay,    the
Weintraubs settled in Jerusalem.

"The   AI-Ta'ibs   and   the   Wein-
traubs  saw  much  of  each  other  in
the ensuing years.  The like-minded
fathers  earnestly  exchanged  views
on  the  volatile  political  situation  in
the  Palestine  of  the  1930s.  In  the
kitchen   of  the   Weintraubs'   small
Rehavia  flat,  Eva  entertained  Mrs
al-Ta'ib over endless cups of coffee,
while   marvelling   at   the   gifts   of
oranges   or  grapes,   depending  on
the  season,  her guest proffered.  In
return,   she  pushed  chocolate   and
English  tea  on  her friend.  In  those
days  everyone  spoke  English,  lib-
erally   spiced   with   a   mixture   of
German, Hebrew and Arabic words.

``The    children,    meanwhile,    al-

ways  went  for  the  same  walk  up
King  George  Street  and  into  the
Jaffa  Road,  where  they  stopped  at
the  old Alaska  Cafe  for coffee  and
ice  cream.  Sonja's  two  assets,  her
smile and her fearless strength,  en-
tranced  the  al-Ta'ib  boy,  who  was
three  years  her  senior.  She  put  up
no   walls   between   them,   neither
racial   nor   religious.   On   the   con-
trary,  she  trampled  on  his  doubts
and   marched    headlong   into    his
heart.    But   never   once   in   those
quietly   happy    meetings    did    she
openly admit her love for him,  nor
did he find the courage to voice his
intentions.

"Eventually, the al-Ta'ibs brought

their friends news of contrition and
repentance  on  the  part  of  the  city
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fathers. Indeed, no less a personage
than  King  Ibm   Saud  himself  con-
demned  Hebron's  feey./.es  to  Mecca
in his sermon the following year.  In
blistering   words   he   cursed   them:
`Show me in the Holy Kor'cz# where

you are authorised to murder Jews.
Allah   will   never   forgive   you   for
what  you  have  done!'  In  1931,  the
Weintraubs   returned   to   Hebron.
Yes,  it's  true.  Some  Jews  did.  Dr
Weintraub went back out of a sense
of  medical  duty.   For  other  Jews,
Hebron  with  its  Tomb  of the  Pat-
riarchs   and   Matriarchs   is   sacred,
although,  as  you  know,  Jews  were
barred from entering the Sanctuary
past the seventh step.  Once a thriv-
ing market town on the edge of the
Judaean     desert,     cz/-Kfe¢/I./,     `the
Friend',   as   Hebron   is   known   in
Arabic, had also killed itself on the
day of the massacre.  The town was
spiritually,   economically   and,   in-
deed,  medically dead.

"On  the  very  night of the  Wein-
traubs' return to Hebron, the Arab
schoolmaster, Anwar al-Ta'ib, took
aside   his   dear  friend,   the   Jewish
physician,  Dr  Raphael  Weintraub,
and  proposed  the  marriage  of  his
son to Sonja".

Faraj   was   just   warming   to   his
story when the army radio crackled
into   life   with   reports   of   a   tyre-
burning demonstration in our sector.
We were ordered to investigate and
report.  We put on our helmets and
picked  up  our  black  weapons.  We
began our patrol to the clipped wail
of  the  773wczzz.#'s  call  to  prayer  at
twilight, always a time of tension.

On    Motzei   Shabbat,   Sarfurday
evening,   the   commander   of   the
unit,  our immediate  officer and his
obedient   driver   graced   -   if   that
word   is   not   inappropriate  -  our
temporary   home   with   a   surprise
inspection.  In  accordance  with  the
rules of oriental hospitality we filled
our   motley   collection   of  cracked
blue  and  orange  plastic  cups  with
sticky, sweet Turkish coffee and set
these  before  our  honoured  guests.
The   talk   soon   turned   to   Faraj's
story,  which,  in  his  absence  -  he
was  on  duty  on  the  roof - we  did
our  best  to  recount.   The  colonel
ordered  his  driver  to  the  roof  to
relieve  Faraj.   Our  storyteller  had
no  choice but to  continue  his  saga.
He primed himself with some warm-
ing  coffee  and  a  cigarette  and  said
simply,  "Dr  Weintraub  was  not  in
the  least  surprised  by  his  friend's
broaching the subject of a marriage
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between the younger generation.  In
fact, he had expected this conversa-
tion long before.

``Unlike  the  tragic  Capulets  and

Montagues,  the  Weintraub  and  al-
Ta'ib       families       were       bonded
together  by  words  and  deeds  that
neither  man   nor`  God  could   tear
asunder.   But,   more   importantly,
the two elders were learned, world-
ly   men   and   by   their   professions,
rendered practical and moderate in
their   views   of   life.   Herr   Doktor
Weintraub,  moreover,  was  an  en-
lightened Germ.an Jew. Even in the
wake  of  the  insane  bloodletting  of
'29,   he  still  fervently  clung  to  his

vision   of   an   attainable   world   in
which  the  One  God  united  rather
than  separated  Jews  and  Muslims.
He   was   also   a   highly   regarded
Arabist,   one   often   consulted   by
both   British   and   yz.sfeztv   official-
dom.  Weintraub  knew,  therefore,
that  Islam  approved  of  marriages
between  Muslim  men  and  Jewish
women   and  that  the  offspring  of
such  a union would be fecz/czkfo!.ccz//}J,
that   is   according   to   the   Law   of
Moses,  Jewish.   And  last,  but  not
least,  he was  sure that Sonja loved
Anwar's  son  and  that  the  boy  was
good and decent like his parents."The  children  were  elated  when
they  were  told   their  parents   had
paved their path to marriage. Their
prayers,    especially   those    of   the
bridegroom-to-be,  were  answered.
He could not believe his good fort-
une.   He  openly  vowed,  then  and
there, that only by living and work-
ing   like   his   father   would   he   be
worthy of a wife like Sonja.

"Among Muslims, the rite of mar-
riage needs no religious sanction.  It
is viewed as a civil contract.  And as
far as Dr and Frau Weintraub were
concerned,  they  had  little  patience
with the  religious  `lunatics'  of their
own  tribe  whose  black  clad  ortho-
doxy  and  unbending  conservatism
offended their sense of modernity.

"As neither family embraced the

extremes of their religious labelling,
the wedding ceremony conveniently
took place in His Majesty's Registry
Office     in     Jerusalem     in     1931.

"Strange,  is it not,  how hate  and
hostility between peoples can some-
times   lead   to   love   and   marriage
between individuals?

"Sonja  moved  into  the  al-Ta'ib

home, where a first floor was added
to accommodate the young couple,
Arab-style.  In  due course,  in  1932,
the union bore a daughter, Tamara.

"In   1935   a  diphtheria  epidemic

carried off the elder al-Ta'ib, despite
Dr Weintraub's every effort to save
his  saviour's  life.  Mrs  al-Ta'ib  died
shortly  afterwards  of  grief  for  her
beloved  husband.  The  younger  al-
Ta'ib  with  his  adored  Jewish  wife
and   their   little    daughter   moved
downstairs.    That   is   when    Sonja
nailed  mezzJzof  to  all  the  interior
doorposts  and  when  he  began  to
follow his late father's profession of
schoolteaching.

"A second outbreak of rioting all

over  Palestine  in  1936  saw  the  end
of  the  Hebron  Jewish  community.
For their protection, the Mandatory
police hastily escorted the last of a/-
K7!c/I./'s  Jews  to  Jerusalem,  leaving
only   two   behind:   Sonja   and   her
daughter Tamara.  Although  it  was
difficult and at times dangerous, the
al-Ta'ib  threesome  dutifully  visited
their remaining set of parents every
week  on  Sfeczbbczf.  Sonja  frequently
remarked   that   her   life   see-sawed
between  two worlds, one no longer
quite  ancient  and  the other not yet
quite   modern.   Dr  Weintraub,   by
now  rather  frail,   always  used  the
occasion   of  these   family  visits   to
castigate   the   extremists   on   both
sides.   `Fanatics,'  he  would  repeat,
stretching forward, `fanatics are the
cause  of  all   the  world's  troubles.
Without    fanatics,     peace    would
reign',   he'd   say   and   then   slump
heavily back  into  his chair".

Indignantly raising his right hand,
the  colonel  rose  sharply  and  said
something  vague  about  not  talking
politics and religion in the army. He
had his  driver called down and our
visiting    delegation    abruptly    left.
Clearly,   our  commander  was   not
taken with Faraj  but that made  his
story just that bit more enticing. As
for   Faraj,   he   simply   ignored   the
remark and lit another cigarette.

The storm of disturbances around
us   intensified,    forcing    the    Civil
Administration   to   place   Hebron
under  a  series  of  curfews.  During
the `fever' we were either on guard
or  on  patrol,  leaving  no  time  for
cards  or  stories.   But  by  the  29th
day, things had settled down again,
long enough for Faraj  to relate the
fourth  and  final  instalment  of  his
account.  "Life in the Hebron of the
late  '30s  and  early  '40s  was  ugly,
savage  and  tragic".  The  expression
on  his  face  sadly  reflected  his  des-
cription -ugly,  savage and tragic.

"The  British  army  imposed  cur-
fews, collected heavy fines, blew up
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houses,    arrested   suspects   in   the
middle of the night and unceremon-
iously hanged convicted `terrorists'.
Meanwhile, in a powerful undertow
of  political,   religious,   and   family
rivalries,  Muslims were busy killing
each  other in  the  most brutal  ways
imaginable.

"Throughout  it  all,  Sonja  some-

how  managed  to  wear  her  smile.
She went to the sowk behind a black
veil, like the Bedouin women wear.
Still she felt the weight of every eye
on   her.    She   had   no   friends   in
Hebron   outside  her  husband  and
her daughter.

"Tamara was growing into a little

Delilah.  Her  dark  eyes  contrasted
with  her  thick  fair  hair.   She  had
inherited her mother's smile, though
hers was more an untamed grin.

"By this time Sonja had become a

prisoner in her own home, spacious
though   it   was.   Nevertheless,   she
somehow managed to keep a watch-
ful eye on the rising temperature of
the Jewish-Arab conflict. What was
worse,  she  knew  that  her  husband
was  becoming  more  and  more  in-
volved in politics.  Though he never
discussed these things with her, she
knew that  he  lived  and  taught  true
to his wedding vow. His was the way
of   compromise,    accommodation,
moderation  and,  above  all,  oppos-
ition to war.  Worse still, she sensed
he   was   in   danger.    She   worried
about  him,  quietly  at  first.  But  as
her   anguish   grew,   she   gently   in-
veigled  and  then  implored  him  to
leave Hebron.  No,  he would neith-
er abandon his home, his pupils nor
his  ideals.  Then,  for  her  sake  and
the sake of his daughter. He agreed
that   they   should   seek   safety   in
Jerusalem.  But  no,  she  would  not
leave  her husband's `side.

"There   things   stood   until   one

morning  when,  most  unusually,  -
for  al-Ta'ib  was  not  by  nature  a
demonstrative man -he said, `Sonja,
I love you'.  As always,  he lifted up
his  daughter  and  hugged  her  and
kissed  her  goodbye.  That  day,  al-
Ta'ib   did   not   come   home   from
school. Instead, a Mandatory police-
man knocked on Sonja's door, cold-
ly  informed  her  that  her  husband
was  dead - murdered - and  asked
her to come to the station to identify
the body. She couldn't -identify the
body -that is.  All that remained to
link the butchery laid out before her
with  her husband was  his  handker-
chief monogrammed with the letters
F.T.  With a jolt,  Sonja now under-

stood. . . His parting words throbbed
in  her mind.  She  cried helplessly.

"Despite  the urgings  of her aged

parents,    Sonja   refused   to   leave
Hebron.  Only with the arrival of the
Mandatory  police   at  the   eleventh
hour,   did   she   finally,   reluctantly
yield.   The  officers  spoke  hurried-
ly...  about intelligence...  and Sonja's
and  Tamara's  lives  being  in  immi-
nent danger. . . They gave Sonja just
five  minutes  to  gather  a few things
together, bundled the two into a car
and  swiftly  drove  them  to  her par-
ents' home in Jerusalem.

"The  last  two  Jews  fled  Hebron

in  tears,  only  days  before  the  out-
break of war in  1948.  They left the
only   home   they   ever   loved,   this
very  house,  in  the  dark  of  night.
After   they   went,   the   house   was
stripped   of   everything,   even   the
mczzJzof.   In  the  end  some  neigh-
bours   boarded   it   up.   And   so   it
stood, empty for twenty years, until
it was reclaimed in the wake of the
Six Day War.

"Sonja  died  of  typhoid  in  1952,

the   same   year   Tamara   married.
When Tamara's husband fell in the
1956  Sinai  campaign,  Tamara  had
already been  dead  for three  years.
She lived only long enough to bear
one child, a son whom her husband,

Ben-Zion Nahum, named Faraj after
the  child's grandfather. . ."

Faraj  said no more.  For a mom-
ent, no one moved. Then somebody
asked where the cards were and the
game   resumed.    Ingrates!   Numb-
skulls! I was livid. But Faraj seemed
to  expect  the phlegmatic reception
his  story  got.  Unperturbed,  he  in-
serted  a  cigarette  between  his  lips,
lit it and dragged deeply.

The next day we broke up. Oblig-
atory  hands  were  shaken,  the  cus-
tomary   farewell   formula   recited.
Behind  us,  thirty  days  seemed  like
three.  It was  all  over,  but for  one,
small  detail.  "Faraj",  I said,  taking
care nobody else was close by;  ``tell
me   something.   Is   it   true?   Your
story,  I  mean".   He  said,  "I  don't
know,  Sarge.  What do you think?"
I said,  "I don't think it's a story".
"Good",  he  said.  He  grinned  and

slowly  walked  off  alone  in  a  cloud
of blue-grey smoke.

Rcheut Morris  was  born  in  Birmingham  in
1947  and spehi his  childhood in the wilds of
North   Florida,    USA.    On   completing   his
second  degree   at   Edinburgh   University,   he
settled  in   Israel,   where  for  the   last  twenty
years he has worked as  a freelance journalist
and  photographer.   He   is   now   temporarily
living  and  writing  in  England while  his  wife
completes  her doctorate.
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AIX€D DH€T
Evelyn Rose

TbE;:Til:r:ssh?a::e.a.sd?4.:m3j
researches into family customs and
the   dishes   associated   with   them
were   restricted   to   those   of   the
Ashkenazi  majority  of  the  Anglo-
Jewish   community.   Thus,   Pes¢cfe
meant  pJ¢t/a   and   cinnamon   balls,
Rosh Hashanah: tsimmes aLnd horLey
lekach,  Sukkot:  holishkes aLrrd gevi-
ke/fe - dried fruit strudel - H¢#wk-
k¢fe..    /czfkes    and    plum    pudding,
Purim:  Ha,mantaschen and Kalisch-
brod -Purim bread.

The Festival dishes around which
the    food    customs    of   the    small
Sephardi community - at that time
mainly  Iraqi,  Egyptian  and  Leban-
ese  -  had  developed,  were  almost
completely  unknown,  as  there  was
only minimal mixing between these
two mainstream cultures of Judaism.
So, minah de Pesach, baklava, bor-
reke de kesa, bimuleos End oreja de
Hczm¢# were undiscovered mysteries
both  to  me  and  to  the  majority of
my co-religionists.

And whilst I was able to trace the
origins of Ashkenazi dishes various-
ly to the Greek and Roman Empires,
medieval  Germany and Alsace and
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more recently, the Baltic States, the
Austro-Hungarian  Empire,  Russia
and Poland,  I  knew nothing  of the
Sephardi connection with the cook-
ing of the Moors and the Spaniards,
the Ottoman Empire,  Greece, Per-
sia,  Morocco,  India  or  indeed  the
Central   Asian   Republics   such   as
Boukhara and Georgia.

About ten years ago,  after a visit
to Israel, it suddenly struck me that
J#/gr#z.yof -the jam-filled doughnuts
which are eaten there at ZJcz77ztkk¢fe
instead   of   /czfkcs   -   are   really   a
synthesis of the food customs of the
Sephardi  and  Ashkenazi  food  cul-
tures. Sweet fritters soaked in syrup
-  bimuelos  de  Hanukkah  -  haw-e
long   been   part   of   the   Sephardi
tradition,   whilst   doughnuts   were
traditional  in  many  pre-war  com-
munities   in   Germany,   the   oil   in
which both  are fried providing  the
common symbol of this Festival.

In  a country where  people from
perhaps  one  hundred  and  twenty
Jewish  communities  are  living  and
with compulsory military service pro-
viding a perfect meeting ground for
their young people,  it was  not diffi-
cult to see how this had come about.

Was  this  pattern  being  repeated

in the Anglo-Jewish community? In
the absence of any detailed demog-
raphic  analysis,  weekly  perusal  of
the Social and Personal pages of the
Jcwz.sfe  Cfero#I.c/e  did  provide  anec-
dotal  evidence.of  an  apparent  in-
crease  in  the  number  of marriages
between  Ashkenazim  and  Sephar-
dim.

So, when Ashkenazi boy marries
Sephardi girl -and vice versa -does
one  food  culture  prevail  over  the
other   or   is   there   some   sort   of
compromise? And does this weaken
or   strengthen   each   family's   links
with its  collective past?

During    the    following    decade,
although   I   became   progressively
more  interested  in  Sephardi  food
customs  through  reading  many  of
the books published on the subject,
I   did   nothing   to   investigate   the
matter  further  until,   after  having
suggested it  as  a  topic for the First
International Convention on Jewish
Food  held  in  Jerusalem  in  the  au-
tumn of 1992, I was asked to develop
it into a paper for one of the plenary
sessions.

Although there is now a plethora
of books on every conceivable kind

Continued on page 18
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Jl'P,JI
Devekut/ALrmes;i2L

BEING A I OIVE wlTH THE
Holy One of Being is not so
much becoming the same as

God  as  it  is  forgetting  about  the.
boundaries  of  yourself.   You  now
realise   what   you   have   been   all
along.  You  are  momentarily  unin-
terested in the mind game of where
you  end  and  Creation  begins,  for
you  understand  that  you   are   an
expression of Creation; it is in you
and you are everywhere in it.

There are many way of attaining
this      self-transcendence:       study,
prayer,  the  performance  of sacred
deed.  In  all  of them  we  reach  for
the Holy One(ness) with our mind,
our  heart,  our  hands.  We  say,  in
effect,    through   becoming   God's
agent - through this voluntary set-
ting of God's will above our own -
we  literally  lose  ourselves  and  be-
come  One with the  One whom we
serve. It rarely lasts for more than a
moment and then it is gone.

The   primary   obstacle   to   being
One       is       self-awareness,       self-
consciousness,   talking  to   oneself.
And for this reason, high awareness
involves stopping,  ignoring,  forget-
ting   the   inner   conversation   we
routinely carry on inside our heads
between different parts of our per-
sonalities.  Such  amnesia is  another
word for self-unification.

Being  one  with  oneself  is  when
the, one who  asks and the one who
hears  are  the  same.  We  realise  to
our  embarrassment  that  we  have
been  who  we  were  all  along  and
only linguistic convention tricked us
into thinking that we were someone
else. In thinking, doing and praying
what  God  wants  we  become  one
with God and ourselves. The outer
person  is  an  illusion,  -a  figment  of
language.  Only an un-self-awareness
remains.

JIJW
ShabbatlBe;i:I+g

Imastne a day-long spiritual fict-
ion      curtailing     ordinary     time.
Whether or not it is completed, our
world-work    would    be    finished.
There would be nothing left to  do.
We  would  close  the  books  on  the
week gone by,  and refuse to think
about the next one. For this reason,
on the seventh day there is neither
past  nor  future,  only  the  present.
Being alive.

On  this  day,  everything  we  do
and the reasons /or  everything we
do can only therefore be here and
now.   If  our  world-work  is  done,
then we cannot do anything toward
making it better later. Indeed, f7zere
is no later.

We   stop   planning,   preparing,
investing,   conniving,   evaluating,
fixing,    manipulating,    arranging,
making and all the other things we
do - not for the sake of doing them
-but with an ulterior motive, for the
sake of some future accomplishment.

One day a week we rest so we can
go back to work. We play so that we
can  go  back  to  work.  We  love  so
that we can go back to work.  One
ulterior motive after another. Wor-
rying  over  the  past,  living  in  the
future.  We are either tied through
our  uncompleted  tasks  to  the  past
or compulsively drawn through our
need  to   complete  them  into   the
future.   But   one   day   each   week
there  is   a  day  devoted  to  being
present,  the  seventh  day.  On  that
day, we do not have to go anywhere
or get  anything done.  It is  already
done and we are already there.

Dvyn `
Hasfee7„/Breathing

The letters of the Name of God in
IIebrew are ))OCZ,  fec[y,  vczv,  and feczy.
They are frequently mispronounced

y¢fevefe.  But  in  truth  they  are  un-
utterable.  Not because of the holi-'
ness they evoke but because they are
all vowels and you cannot pronounce
all the vowels at once without risk-
ing respiratory injury.

They are the sound of breathing.
The holiest Name in the world, the
Name of the Creator, is the sound
of your own breathing.

It  is  no  accident  that  they  are
unpronounceable.  Just  as  it  is  no
accident that they are also the root-
letters of the Hebrew verb "to be".
Scholars   have    suggested   that    a
reasonable  translation  of the  four-
letter Name of God might be:  7lfre
One  Who   Brings   Into   Being   All
7lfeof Js.  So God's name is the Name
of Being  itself.  And,  since  God  is
holy, then so is the One who stands
behind, above and within it.

At the burning bush, Moses asks
God for God's Name but God only
replies  with  the   equally  slippery,
Ehydrasher-ehyeh. OELen inc;oITe;ct:
ly rendered by the static English, "I
am  who  I  am".  But  in  truth,  the
Hebrew  is  unequivocal:  "J  wz.J/  be
who J wz.J/ bc". Here is a Name (and
a God) who is neither completed nor
frozen. This God is literally 7zo¢ yet.

np|}
TzedakahlNrioney

In   a  universe   divided  between
body and spirit, money is the gross-
est of matter, and perhaps even the
source  of evil  itself .  But  if matter
and spirit are of the same order, if
the   sacred   can   be   found   strewn
throughout   physical   reality,   then
even money can sanctify.

The  main obstacle  to  generosity
is forgetting where our money came
from. I do not mean who wrote the
cheques,  paid  our  wages,  printed
our currency or even how we earned
it.  I mean  by what  combination  of
skill,  luck,  grace and blessing from
on  High  we  have  wound  up  with



this money in our hands. Where did
it come from? How did we re¢JJy get
it?  When  asked  this  way  only  one
thing is clear: we do not own what
we  possess.  Like  land,  which  be-
longs to  God,  we  are stewards but
never   owners.   All   our   stuff  has
merely been loaned to us on trust.

When is enough enough? Wealth
cannot   be   measured   in   absolute
pounds.  It  is  the  highly .subjective
sensation    of   having   more    than
enough,   so   much   that   there   is'
money   to    give    away.    For   this
reason,   wealth   is   a   function   of
generosity:  the  more you give,  the
richer you feel.

nn}vyn
Hashgakhahloryers;igiv±
Free will may be an illusion. Thi`s -

is  not  to  say  that  our  actions  are
mechanistically  predetermined,   or
that some people are condemned to
lead lives of wickedness and others
salnthood,  or  that  people  are  not
morally responsible for their decis-
ions. It is rather to remind ourselves
that  there  is  occasionally more  in-
volved  in  what  we  do   and  what
happens   around   us  than   can  be
explained by ordinary laws of cause
and  effect.  Indeed,  sometimes  we
exercise  more  `freedom'  by  simply
trying to be who we are - and, in so
doing, become who we are meant to
be.

In moments- of heightened mean-
ing, we are often overcome with the
sensation that everything is happen-
ing   according   to   plan.   We   have
merely  raised  ourselves  to  a  level
from   which   we   can   comprehend
some of it. We cannot see the whole
thing but, for a moment, we discern
larger  pieces   and   above   all,   our
intended place in them.  And,  even
more  surprising,  at  such  times  of
`rising  to  our  destiny',  we  actually

feel a heightened sense of freedom.
We  are  `free'  to  do  what  Heaven
has intended for us or not, but we
are not free to do something else.

This is certainly what Joseph dis-
covers  at the  end of Genesis when
he  has  become  ruler  of  all  Egypt
and   reflects   on   the   `apparently'
malicious   plot,   whereby   he   was
thrown   into   a  pit   and   sold  into
slavery. He explains to his brothers,
"So now it was not you who sent me
here   but   God",    (Genesis   45:8).
Now he realizes that this is just the
way things were meant to be from
the very beginning. We thought we

were doing one thing,  but Heaven
had a different plan.

You  might  say  that  God  is  to
what  happens  in  the  Universe  as
our   unconscious   is   to   our   daily
actions.

n'yD
Mz./zvafeResponse

Holiness   demands   a   response.
We cannot simply say, "That's nice.
Now on to something else". (Indeed,
if  we  can,  it  was  not  holiness  we
knew).   This   encounter   with   the
Sacred Unity of All Creation places
a demand on our behaviour. Some-
times the obligation is nothing more
than  a promise  to  remain  silent in
its presence  or return  to  this place
again.. Other. times we are driven to
make  more   sustained  changes  in
o`ut   actions   and,   indeed,   in   the
actions  of others  as well.  We have
`heard'   something;   something  has

been `laid upon us'. We feel person-
ally    Obligated,    commanded.    To
ignore this  summons would violate
`the wonder of this moment and the
covenant it whispers.

This commandment is not a bur-
den. To our surprise, our `response
to  the Holy'  is  neither constricting
nor limiting.  Rather, it liberates us
from   the   vagaries   of  trend   and
fashion and returns us to the busi-
ness of reminding ourselves that we
were   created   and   that   we   were
created for a purpose. And precise-
ly that - and nothing else - is  the
meaning  we  seek,  the  meaning  of
life.

Often the resp.onse of those who
have  come  before  us  can  sensitize
us   to   hearing   this   commanding
voice   and  help  us   give   coherent
shape to our actions.  "When some-
one  asks  for money,  you must not
turn him  away empty-handed".  "If
you  put  garbage  in,  garbage  will
come  out".   "Remember,  you  too
were once a slave". Other times you
will  need to fashion  your own res-
ponse,  one  that  is  unique  to  your
time and situation. But whether old
or new, each day you must listen to
yourself anew and to the Comman-
ding Voice of Holiness.

nJ'WJI
TeshavahlFte+ITlr+

The world endures because of the
ever-present  possibility,   urge  and
gesture  of  returning  home  to  our
Source, the Holy One of All Being.

Through this return, all life is reunit-
ed with its Source. It flows unnoticed
throughout creation. It is not simply
apologizing   or   making   right   the
damage  we  have  done  -  though
these  are  surely prerequisites.  It is
only this: The Return. In the words
of the rcz/777z!d, "Returning Home is
the hardest thing in the world,  for
to truly Return Home would mean
to bring the Messiah.  It is  also the
easiest thing,  for all it has to  do is
occur to you to Return Home  and
you have already begun".

This going back to our Source is a
great yearning which flows through
and animates all creation. Through
attempting to repair and heal what
we have done in the past, we set it
within a larger context of meaning
and  effectively  re-write  the  past.
What was once only some thought-
less or even wicked act, now -when
viewed from the perspective of our
present Return - becomes only the
embarrassing    commencement    of
this greater healing now realized.

- nJIJ
BerakhahlF`eNere;nee

Life   is   just   one   blessing   after
another. Blessings give reverent and
routine voice to  our conviction  that
life  is  good.   Even  and  especially
when life is cold and dark.  Indeed,
to offer blessings at such times may
be our only way out.

We   have   specific   and   unique
phrases by which we bless a sacred
book before we read it, our children
at  the  Sabbath  table,   our  hands
while washing them,  the bread we
eat, the moon, the fact that we are
not slaves  and that the rooster can
distinguish between night  and day.
We  bless  dwarfs  and  trees  in  first
blossom.   We   bless   hearing   good
news and especially good wine later
in  the.meal.  We  bless  everything.
Or,  to  be  technically  correct,  we
bless   the   Holy   One   who   stands
behind and within them all.

Every blessing says "I am grateful
to  be  a  creature  and I'm  glad I'm
able to remind myself and God that
it   is   good".   Blessings   keep   our
awareness   of  life's  holy  potential
ever present.

With   each  uttered  blessing  we
extend the boundaries of the sacred
and ritualize  our  love  of life.  One
hundred  times  a  day.  Everywhere
we    turn,    everything   we    touch,
everyone  we  see.  The  blessing  is
whispered.  No  one  even  needs  to



hear.  No  one  but  the  Holy  One.
Holy One of Blessing, your Presence
fills  the  universe.   Your  presence
fills me.

n,,9JI
Tefi.llah/Schpt

Prayer  only  sounds  like  you  are
talking to God. In truth it is reciting
the words of a prayer-script evolved
and   evolving   over   the   centuries
which  give  form  to  the  inchoate
yearnings of your innermost being.
There  is   nothing  new  to   say  in
prayer. Surely God has `heard it all
before'.  What  you  need  to  do  in
order to pray is surrender your own
expressions  of  gratitude  and  peti-
tion to the syntax of tradition. Only
one who can allow the annulment of
his  or her  serf is  capable  of being
transformed  through  the  words  of
prayer,  the  lines  of the  script.  As
long  as  you  cling  to  your  discreet
selthood,   you   will   be   unable   to
transcend    your    self    and    your
prayers  will  go  `unanswered'.  For
this  reason,  the  key  to  unlocking
our  most  important   songs   is  the
script recorded in the prayer book.

Of  course,  like  any  good  actor,
occasional    ad    libs,    inflectionary
modifications and even rare forget-
ting  of  one's  lines  are  part  of the
business.   Even   the   sensation   of
improvisation has its place. As long
as.  you  remember  that  your  `new
creation'  has  been  recited  by  the
Heavenly  retinue  since  before  the
creation of the world. The script, in
other words,  is present whether or
not  the   `play'   is  performed  in  a
human prayer hall.

D,,n
HayyimlTerror

Life  does  not  mean  much  until
you're really scared you're going to
die.  But then it's too late.  For this
reason,   being   in   possession   of  a
physician's    prognosis    identifying
the  actual  cause  of your  probable
death makes each day precious.

Everything  is  supercharged  and
over-determined with meaning. We
take nothing for granted. The most
trivial sensations are gifts: the smell
of  a  child's  hair,  the  sound  Of  a
barking dog, the kiss of a lover, the
morning coffee.  Each one of them
is precious. If only there were some
way of maintaining that heightened
gratitude for life without the terror.

We  treasure  life  most  when  we
keep  the  certainty  and  imminent
possibility  of our  death  before  us.
Not only will we die, but we could
die  at  any  moment.  This  is  not  a
pitch  for  life  insurance;  it is  relig-
ious  truth.  All  we  have is  the  fact
that we are alive right now. Beyond
that,  there  simply  are  no  guaran-
tees.  No  promises  about  anything
six years from now,  or six months,
or six hours, or even six minutes.

This is one of the reasons we have
the  Day  of  Atonement:  we  don't
eat,  or  drink;  we  don't  perfume
ourselves; we wear white and by the
end of the day we look around the
room   and   realize   that   we   must
appear more like our own corpses
than  living  men  and  women.  This
day   is   a   rehearsal   for   our   own
death.

A)lDN
Emunahll"sit

Faith can be either arrogant, con-
stantly proving  and flaunting one's
spiritual mettle,  or it can be hum-
ble, confident in one's abilities and
one's  world.  The  former  conceals
anxiety  and  insecurity,  the  latter
conceals only itself. No one knows!
A sure sign of genuine reverence is
secrecy.

Arrogant   (or  blin'd)   faith  chal-
lenges physical laws and can only be
satisfied  with  increasingly  difficult
tests.  "If you really have falth then
you'll  do  this".   Opposed  to  such`spiritual  brinkmanship'  is  a  quiet
confidence.   A  gentle  trust  which
never   calls   us   to   pit   o'ur   piety
against  the  natural  order.  Instead,
we  only  hope  to  understand  our
place in the scheme of creation. As
Levi  Yitzhak  of  Berditchev  said,
"God, I do not need to know why I
suffer;  I  pray  only  to  understand
that it is for Your sake".

When  we  are  unsure  or  afraid,
such `faith' is our support. We say,
"I have been put here for a reason
and I have the abilities to do the job
that Heaven has set before me. I am
guaranteed neither health nor hap-
piness,  only  that  I  have  it  in  my
power to do what needs to be done.
Only I  can,  no  one  else  can.  God
has put me where God needs me. If
I am very fortunate, someday I may
understand".

Such  faith  enables  us  to  under-
stand  that  what,  until  a  moment
ago,  seemed  strewn  before  us  has
instead been set before us. It is not

blocking  our  way,  it  is  the  reason
for   our   way.   We   cannot   force,
demand,   summon  or  manipulate.
We can only trust Heaven's purpose
and our own strength.

We  have  been   given  what  we
need  to  do,  what  we  have  been
called upon to accomplish.

nl'.JI
Torchrway

The Way is  a description of and
the same as The Way of All Being.
The  description,  in other words,  is
identical  with  The  Way itself.  Be-
cause  The  Way  comes  from  The
Source   of   All   Being,   trying   to
understand The Way consitutes the
highest   activity   of  mind,   just   as
living  in   accordance  with  it,   the
highest    expression    of   right   be-
haviour.    In   the    words    of   the
Proverb: "It is a tree of life to those
who hold fast to her".

The  Way  is  the  master  genetic
code for all creation, the infrastruct-
ure  of being,  the blueprint for the
world,  the  source  of each person's
self.  So,  in  an important  sense,  to
learn  about  the  Way  is  to  learn
about yourself.

Now the content of the Way,  or
the   actual   words   and   letters   of
rorczfe that legend says was given on
Mount Sinai is only that it is possi-
ble for the One of Being to `speak'
with human beings.  To paraphrase
the philosopher, Franz Rosenzweig,
"And   the   Lord   came   down   on
Mount Sinai" , really happened. But
the  moment  the  biblical  text  con-
tinues  with,"And  the  Lord  spoke",
that is already human interpretation.

This  same  insight  is  echoed  in
another legend: Only the first ,letter
of the first word of the first utter-
ance  was  given.  But  that  letter  is
¢Je/; the sound the larynx makes as
it  `clicks'  into  gear.  It  is  therefore
the mother of all  articulate speech
and the softest audible sound there
could   be.   Any   other   noise   will
drown  it  out.   This  was  the  very
same  whisper  Elijah  the  prophet
heard when he stood on the place
where  Moses  stood  and  heard  the
thin, barely audible sound of almost
breathing.

This  quiet  sound - and the  sus-
tained, silent attention which renders
it  audible  and  intctligivle  -  place
demands  on human  behaviour.  To
ignore them is more than abdicating
an existential responsibility.  It con-
stitutes sinl
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Continued from page  15
of Jewish  cuisine,  I  could  find  no-
thing  in  them  directly  relevant  to
my paper, so I had to undertake the
research  myself  -  albeit  in  a  very
amateurish way.

My  brief  was  to  investigate  the
effect on Jewish family food culture
now and in the future of Ashkenazi/
Sephardi  marriages  whose  partners
were  living  in  the  UK  but  whose
origins   might   lie   in   Jewish   com-
munities worldwide.

I started by analysing the recipes
and their sources from a wide spec-
trum   of  Sephardi   and   Ashkenazi
cookbooks, many of which included
personal  experiences  and  reminisc-
ences.  I  then  interviewed  in  depth
twenty-five of the - mostly female -
partners in such marriages - mainly
self-selected   by   responding   to   a
letter    published    in    the    Jcw!.sfe
Cfero#z.c/e.     Other    people    volun-
teered to answer a questionnaire. In
addition,   I  talked  to  rabbis  from
both cultures and to an authority on
the  psychology  of  food  and  food
customs.

Most of the Ashkenazi husbands
and wives were British-born and, as
one would expect,  those who were
third  and  fourth  generation  came
from families originating in Eastern
Europe,    whilst    first    or    second
generation British-born traced their
roots to Austria and Germany. Just
one had a Turkish/Sephardi connec-
tion two generations back. A few of
the Sephardi husbands had come to
this  country  much  more  recently,
one   to   three   generations   back  -
from families originating in Greece,
Egypt, Iraq and India, whilst others
came  from  families  now  settled  in
Israel   but   originating   in   Turkey,
Bulgaria and Greece. The majority,
however, was not born in this coun-
try,   but  variously  in  Persia,  Tan-
giers,    Holland,    Morocco,    Aden,
Iraq,    Lebanon    and   Egypt.    The
Sephardi  wives  came  mainly  from
the Sephardi communities who set-
tled here at the turn of the century -
from   Syria,   Lebanon,   Persia   and
Egypt.

So,    almost    all   the   Ashkenazi
wives  and the Ashkenazi  husbands
were British-born,  as were most of
the  Sephardi  wives  and  just  under
half the Sephardi husbands.

This, of course, is based on a very
small sample, but provides valuable
anecdotal   evidence   as   a   starting
point for a more academic research
project.

The  bald  statistics  conceal  many

fascinating    stories    -    of   parents
fleeing  to  Paris  from  Stalinist  Rus-
sia,    of    grandparents    leaving    a
poverty-stricken  Turkey  in  search
of   a   better   life   in   the   West,   of
affluent Jews coming from Egypt to
enjoy  the prosperity of early  twen-
tieth century Manchester when Cot-
ton  was  King,  or  fifty  years  later,
fleeing  Cairo  and  Alexandria  after
the  Suez  affair,  of  the  Ashkenazi
wife   with   a   Turkish   great-grand-
father, who lived in a palace on the
Bosphorus  and  of his  English-born
wife   who   brought   their   children
back  to  be  educated  at  a  British
p'ublic    school.    All    these    varied
backgrounds    inevitably    coloured
their marriages and life-styles.

I   found   little   evidence   of   the
complete  dominance  of  one  food
culture over another and most part-
ners   had   worked   out   their   own
compromise, at least for day-to-day
cooking.  If  anything,  the  Sephardi
wives   were   more   knowledgeable
about their own cuisine traditions -
food   customs    seem    stronger    in
Sephardi homes where it is still the
pattern  -  as  it  was  in  Ashkenazi
homes  two  generations  ago  -  for
daughters to learn at their mother's
knee.  The  'power'  position  held by
the mother in organising the family
food  did  give  a  weighting  to  her
preferences.  This  was  balanced  in
some households by the neophobia
-in this case the fear of new foods -
which was sometimes demonstrated
by the husband. But as one Sephar-
di   wife   said,   "How   can   a   man
brought  up  on  a  diet  of meat  and
two   veg   resist   such   delicacies   as
Persian-style   rice   or   sczmbLfsa!ks?"
Where one or other of the partners
just  couldn't  cope  with  a  strange
cuisine  -  a  husband  married  to  a
Turkish wife couldn't bring himself
to  touch  aubergines  -  his  or  her
mother would often be the provider
of the  familiar,  if labour-intensive,
delicacies.

The actual  `mix'  of food cultures
depended   in   most   cases   on   the
decision  of the wife,  which  in  turn
was   affected   by   her   relationship
with her husband's family, her will-
ingness  to  learn  new  skills  and,  in
particular,   to   experiment   with   a
new repertoire of ingredients,  flav-
ourings and techniques. I found not
one instance where the mix of food
cultures was reported as a source of
family friction.

For     many     Ashkenazi     wives,
learning to cook these very compli-

cated Sephardi  dishes has proved a
true `labour of love'.  In many cases
their    cooking    experience    before
marriage was extremely limited,  so
that  the  novelty  of their  husband's
cuisine made it fun to experiment -
with   coriander,   cumin,   chilli   and
turmeric   and   to   come   to   terms
with  strange  equipment  such  as  a
cowscoLfsz.ere.       Many      Ashkenazi
wives   living   far   from   their   bus-
band's  family,  paid  tribute  to  food
writers such as Claudia Roden, Tess
Mallos and Molly Lyons bar David.
Cookery books were not a learning
option  for  earlier  generations  but
are vital today when family lines of
communication  are  stretched  half-
way across  the world.

It has to be said that some Ashke-
nazi  wives  were  more  resistant  to
change,   claiming   their   husband's
cuisine was far too time-consuming,
not to mention fattening. Certainly,
Simone de Beauvoir, in her seminal
feminist book 7lfec Seco#d Sex, states
her belief that such labour-intensive
cuisines  -  originally  pioneered   in
the feczrems of the Ottoman Empire
-   are    a    means    of   subjugating
women by keeping them tied to the
kitchen  when  they  are  not  in  the
boudoir!

In   most   Anglo-Jewish   homes,
whatever  the   culture  mix  -  other
than the ultra-Orthodox - traditional
foods `like Mama used to make' are
now only cooked for Shabbat, high
days and holydays.  Everyday meals
reflect  the  English  cuisine  of  the
moment  and  the  amount  of  home
cooking that is  done is conditioned
by  the  time  available  to  a  working
wife.

But  the  Friday  night  meal  is  the
occasion    for    cooking    to    please
everyone. So feczz.mz.sfee chicken soup
and  chopped  liver  is  teamed  with
apyo, a Turkish dish of celeriac and
carrot or Kubbah Curry -Baghdad-
ian/Indian -or Bo/.o#, a Boukharian
version  of  aubergine  caviare.  And
the    plain    roast    chicken    of   the
Ashkenazi   Anglo-Jewish   tradition
may   appear  on   the   table   stuffed
with    dried    fruits    or    olives,    or
accompanied by couscous, or grilled
and smothered in Moroccan spices.

Whatever the mix of foods eaten
and   the   customs   followed   during
the year - and that includes Friday
night and Sfe¢bbczJ - when it comes
to  the  major Festivals,  each  of my
respondents  wanted  to  cling to  the
traditions   into   which   they   were
born.   This  doesn't  always  involve
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the   whole   family   following   their
particular    mz.#fe¢g    (custom)    but
sometimes   -   and   this   is   true   of
several  Sephardi  husbands  -  does
mean them making a particular dish
themselves.

For some of the  minor Festivals,
such as  Purim and  Hanukkah, the
Ashkenazi     traditions     are    more
numerous and interesting and likely
to   dominate.   With   families   with
school-age children, this appears to
be  due  in  part  to  the  influence  of
the  Jewish  Ashkenazi  day  schools
many attend.

The  most  definite  divergence  of

peiphag  pertains  to  Yom   Kippur,
before   and   after   the   Fast,   Rosfe
Hashanah  a.nd  Passover.  When  it
comes to starting and ending a fast
the customs of childhood cannot be
denied,  whatever  the  background.
So Ashkenazi wives find themselves
including  Sephardi  dishes  and  cus-
toms  on  the  menu,  while  Sephardi
wives  tend  to  be  influenced  by  the
prevailing   custom   of   the   mainly
Ashkenazi community around them.
For   instance,   many   Ashkenazim
still  break  the  fast  on  tea,  chcz//czfe,
kz/cfoe#   and   honeycake  with   light
savoury  dishes  to  follow,  but  in  a
mixed   household   they   may   add
Sephardi    cakes    such    as    cz.g¢rcs,
m¢mow/es   and   date   cakes.    One
womtLn  serves  kugelhopf  rna.de  to
the recipe of her Viennese mother,
but    accompanies    it   with   Hcz##¢,
green tea and spearmint mixed with
a  spoonful   of  whisked  sugar  and
egg,    Moroccan-style.    In    another
household,     everybody    fasts    on
chicken  and  rice  but  for  breaking
the  fast,  the  wife  has  a  dairy  and
fish   meal,   Ashkenazi-style,   while
her  Israeli/Turkish  husband  insists
on  chicken  soup  and  bread  soaked
in  olive  oil.

I    have    always    thought    ROLrfe
Harsfecz„czfe  in  the  Ashkenazi traditon
to  be  particularly  rich  in  symbolic
foods such as the coiled chcz//¢fe, the
apple  and  the  melon  and pflczwJ7tc#
-plums -tsz.777mcs  and  honey.

But  because  of  their  many  and
far-flung  geographical  origins,   the
Sephardi  communities  can  offer  a
positive  cornucopia  of food,  which
appears to dominate the observance
of  this   Festival   in   the   homes   of
everyone I interviewed.

The  rcz/mwcz  records  the  opinion
of   Abayye    (278-338),    who   said
"Since  you  hold  that  symbols  are

meaningful,  everyone should  make
it a habit of eating the following on
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the   New   Year:   black-eyed   peas,
leeks,     beets     and     dates".     But
Sephardim  lengthen  the  list  to  the
`lucky  seven'   which   may  include,

according    to    family    background,
pumpkins in  sugar,  fresh  figs,  beet-
root and red beans, all arranged on
a  plate,  as one  Ashkenazi  wife put
it,  "rather like a mini-Seder".

"And   Nehemiah   said   to   them:
`Go   eat   rich   dainties   and   drink

sweet   drinks"   and   these   mixed
households  do  enjoy  an  enormous
variety  of  cakes  and  biscuits  -  the
Syrian  R¢s  Jb  Ady.weft,  date  cakes,
Indian  pztr!.s,  a  kind  of  dried  fruit
strudel,  Viennese IVz4fsforfe,  a cake
with nuts and honey cakes galore.

A  Sephardi  custom  is  to  substi-
tute sugar for salt right through the
month of rz.sferz., even when making
the  blessing  over  the  Friday  night
challot.

Besides the family tsz.mmes, many
Ashkenazi   wives  make   their  hus-
band's     family     dishes,     perhaps
courgettes    and    goulash    meat   -
Lebanese-style,  Moroccan  Sapcz  dc
/cz Sz.cfe Vcrdkras, soup of the seven
vegetables,    or   Bsfz.//a,    Moroccan
chicken  pie.   One  woman  actually
brought  back  from  Israel  a  frozen
version of her Aden-born husband's
favourite J¢cfe#z£# , overnight bread ,
so  they  could  carry  on  the  family
tradition.

However, Pcsocfe seems to be the
Festival  which  is  the  most  greatly
enriched by the synthesis of the two
cultures.  There  are so many differ-
ent  versions   of  feflrosef,   so   many
different  symbolic  foods  to  prepare
for the Scczcr plate, so many different
games  to  play  when  searching  for
the   A/I.ko77?cz7?,   so   many   different
ways to signify the ten plagues and
such  fun  to  attack  your  neighbour
with a bunch of spring onions when
chanting  "Dayc#w".   One  can  sing
the  Ashkenazi version  of Ecfeczcz A4z.
yodeycz and follow it with the Ladino
interpretation        of        Hczdgczdyofe.
Strangely, almost all the baking is in
the  Ashkenazi  tradition  - save  for
Moroccan   cakes   such   as   almond
macaroons with cinnamon and b¢z.a-
c;is -little kisses stuck together with
a sugar and egg paste.

Some   discord  is   caused   by  the
convention   of   kz.f#z.of.    Ashkenazi
communities   do   not   eat   rice   at
Pcs¢ch. Nor is rice eaten in Turkish
and  Algerian  communities,  though
it  is  in  all  other  Sephardi  groups.
Some  Ashkenazi  wives  find  it  too
embarrassing   to   their   visitors   to

serve it but are quite happy to eat it
at their  in-laws,  particularly  if they
live  in  Israel.  Others insist that  not
only  rice  but  also  chick  peas  and
beans  are  a part  of their husband's
Passover  77cz.#fe¢g  which  they  must
follow.

One    Ashkenazi    wife    with    an
Egyptian-Turkish husband summed
it up when she said "I make mczfzczfe
k/cz.a  and  serve  hard-boiled  eggs  in
salt  water,  but  our feczrosef is  made
with  dates  and  prunes  and  we  fol-
low it with  roast  lamb".

In   most   of   these   `mixed   mar-
riages' , it would seem that Pes¢cfe is
followed  according  to  an  emerging
mz.#feczg     which     one     might     call
"Ashkephardi".

When  I  started  my  research,   I
had an uneasy feeling that the com-
bining  of  these  two  different  food
cultures  would  result  in  either  one
being  subsumed  into  the  other  -
with  the  consequent  atrophy if not
loss  of  age-old  customs  -  or  the
creation of a  `mongrel' mz.#feng that
diluted the value of both.

In   fact,   I   had   not   taken   into
account  one vital  factor - the  con-
summate ability of Jews throughout
our history to find a way round,  to
create  a  new way  of living without
compromising the old.  How success-
ful  this  will  prove  must  depend  on
two main factors, the willingness of
the partners to respect each other's
customs   and   their   joint   commit-
ment  to  passing  them  on  to  their
children.

Both a Sephardi rabbi and a non-
Jewish  food  psychologist  indepen-
dently expressed their strong belief
that   when   two   cultures   meet,   a
compromise   is   the   ideal   solution
and   can   in   fact   be   an   enriching
experience.

This  study  has  not  in  the  main
been   based   on   statistics   but   on
people. And all the evidence I have
gathered, though mostly anecdotal,
has left me with a feeling of optim-
ism.

With goodwill, affection and edu-
cation,   the   effect   of   Ashkenazi/
Sephardi  marriages  on  our  Jewish
food and family customs can have a
power  for  good  in  preserving  our
links   with   the   past   and   keeping
them in good order for the futurel

Evelyn  Rose  MBE  j.a  ffec  AHg/o-Jew!.sfe  com-
munity's    best-known   cookery   writer   and
broadcaster.   She  is   Cookery   Editor  of  the
Jewish  Chiohic\e  and  author Of the  recently
pwb/I.sfecd The  New  Complete  International
Jewish  Cookbook,  I?obso#  Books £29.95.
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BREAKING THROUGH
THE WALL OF SILENCE

DURING   THE   PAST
decade    there    has    been
such   a   media   explosion

about the Holocaust, that it is hard
to  recall  the  silence  which  existed
for   much   of   the   previous   forty
years.

Holocaust survivors remained sil-
ent  about  their  experiences.  They
believed the world was not ready to
hear   their   stories.   Many   of   the
experiences  were  still  too  raw  and
there  was   a   fear,   not   necessarily
conscious,   that   talking   about   the
horror might recall intolerable feel-
ings  which  had been put  into  `cold
storage'.

A  wall  of  silence  often  grew  up
between  the  generations.  This  ere-
ated  barriers  which  were  hard  to
overcome.  Parents  did  not want to
upset  their  children  with  their  ex-
periences and children  did  not like
to  ask questions which might upset
parents who had already suffered so
much.

Barriers were also created where
parents tried to deal with their own
distress by talking incessantly about
things  which  were  impossible  for  a
young   child   to   digest   but   which
caused intense  fears,  such  as  being
taken away by the SS to be gassed.

During recent years, the desire to
bridge this gulf between  the gener-
ations before it was too late has led
to  the  formation  of  the   `Mi  Dor
I'Dor'  groups.   The  phrase  "From
Generation  to  Generation"  is  used
here   to   indicate   that   the   trauma
experienced  by  survivors  does  not
necessarily stop with them but may
be passed on to the second and even
third generation.

We   decided   to   establish   small
groups  with  five  members  of  each
generation,  meeting at four-weekly
intervals   over   a   period   of   eight
months.  The  ages  of the  members
ranged from 22 - second generation
-  to  78  -  first  generation.  Partici-

pants  had  already  taken  the  first
steps   in   acknowledging  the   exist-
ence   of  the   communication   gap
and in expressing a wish to change
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their situation.
We saw our prime role as provid-

ing an atmosphere in which members
felt able to speak and to be listened
to, to understand and, hopefully, to
be  understood.  This,  we  thought,
would give them some of the recog-
nition they had been longing for but
had   never   received.    By   sharing
their    traumatic    experiences,    we
hoped they would feel less isolated.

Our group meetings were held at
the   Belsize   Square   Synagogue   in
Swiss   Cottage,   an   area   in   which
many Jewish  refugees  settled  after
arriving  in  England  and  in  which
their children spent their childhood
years.  For  some  members  of  each
generation,  returning  to  that  same
area was like coming home.

For  a  few participants  it was  the
first  time  they  had  ever  spoken  of
their  Holocaust  experiences.  Once
they   started   talking,   there  was   a
sense  of urgency  and  silences  were
rare.  Habitual  patterns  of interact-
ion   were   often   re-enacted   in   the
group,  for instance,  the  perception
of being misunderstood,  neglected,
isolated  or  different.  Conflicts  be-
tween  members  of  the  two  gener-
ations  surfaced  but  were  identified
and   explored   in    an   atmosphere
which  was  not  perceived  to  be  as
threatening as that in the members'
own  families.

Initially, each generation was de-
fensive and inclined to feel accused
and criticised by the other.  Howev-
er,  as participant.s began to recount
their  own  experiences,  often  very
movingly,  they  became  more  will-
ing   to   listen   and   to   gain   some
appreciation  for  what  it  had  been
like    for    others.    Recognition    of
mutual  suffering increased  and  the
competition  about  whose  suffering
had    been    greater    became    less
marked.  Members  gradually began

to feel more empathy towards each
other.

Some  parents  had  survived  con-
centation camps, others had been in
hiding, some had come on children's
transports and yet others had come
to Britain alone.  Their perspectives
varied,  although  all  had  lost  close
relatives during the Sfeo¢fe, relatives
they  had  not  been  able  to  mourn.
Even the birth of their children did
not   always   make   it   possible   to
undo the "psychic numbing" which
had  enabled  them  to  survive  the
ever-present  conditions  of  death,
brutality and dehumanisation in the
Camps.

Only a few people in each genera-
tion had found it difficult to function
adequately  in  their  occupations  or
relationships. The majority, especi-
ally among the survivor generation,
had been successful in their careers
and, on the surface, had made very
good adjustments.  In both generat-
ions,   unresolved   feelings   of  loss,
guilt,   shame,   remorse   and   regret
remained, especially about relation-
ships between parents and children.

Among  members  of  the  second
generation  there  was  a  unanimous
conviction that all had been scarred
by their parents'  Holocaust  experi-
ences  and  that  communication  be-
tween  them  and  their  parents  had
been  difficult  and,  in  some  cases,
impossible.

Children did not want to burden
parents   with   their   problems   and
sensed that  certain  questions  could
not be asked.  "I have to control my
feelings and emotions.  If I don't,  it
comes  out  as  an  explosion".  Some
children  were  angry  about  the  sil-
ence  which  had  created  a gulf that
could not be bridged.

Others  were  aware  that  parents
expected gratitude which they were
unable to experience and felt black-
mailed   when   parents   said   things
like:  "After all I have suffered, how
can  I  be  expected  to  put  up  with
your demands and bad behaviour?"
When    children    hurt    themselves,
their    pain    was,    at    times,    not
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accepted  as  legitimate  and  parents
sometimes   said:    "What   can   you
possibly   know   about   pain?"   This
made  the  children  feel  guilty  and
inadequate  as  there was  no  way  of
matching   the   parental   suffering.
Compared with them, their parents
seemed   super-human   for   having
survived.

Children  often  felt  under  press-
ure to compensate parents for their
losses by being ultra-succ.essful, but
sensed   their   parents'   disappoint-
ment when they failed to live up to
unrealistic expectations.

Although the children wanted to
make  their  parents  happy,  parents
were   often   unable   to   experience
happiness,   because   to   be   happy
would  have  meant  betrayal  of  the
dead.

Children  who  had  never  known
grandparents,     aunts,     uncles    or
cousins often commented on feeling
different    and    alienated    because
they had been cut off from the chain
of generations which binds families
together.     Some     children     were
named   after   a   lost   relative   and
`expected'  in  some  way  to  replace

the  lost  brother,  sister,  spouse  or
child.   They  were   confused  about
their  own  identity  and  never  quite
knew whose life they were living.

Some  first  generation  members
travelled to their home towns or to
the  camps  during their time in  the
group. The sharing of these experi-
ences  was  important   and  created
bonds and, as a result, members of
both   generations   recognised   the
need to say good-bye to loved ones
who had not survived.

Others were,  as the children saw
it,  so  preoccupied  with  their  dead
relatives, that they had little time or
energy  to  give  to  their  living  chil-
dren.  Nora  exemplified  this  when
she  expressed  her  bitterness  about
her   mother's   apparent   obsession
with  her  `old  pieces  of  furniture'
and other mementoes which seemed
more  important   than   her  or  her
sister.  Hans  (first  generation)  said
to her:  "The furniture and memen-
toes  are the  only link your mother
has   with   her   past   and   with   the
relatives    who    were    lost".    Nora
seemed deeply affected by this com-
ment  and  it  helped  her  to  under-
stand  her  mother  a  little  better.  It
was   the   beginning   of   a   genuine
dialogue between them.

There were frequent conflicts ab-
out Jewishness and Jewish identity.
Some  parents  gave  the  message  to
their  children   that  no   non-Jewish
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person could be trusted. By keeping
their   Jewish   origins   secret,   they
hoped to ensure their own and their
children's  safety.  A  few  survivors
regarded   their   Jewishness   as   the
cause  of  all  their  misfortunes  and
therefore  avoided  standing  out  in
any  way.  They  had  absorbed  the
negative  image  of the  Jew  as  por-
trayed in Nazi propaganda and felt
shame  and guilt  about their Jewish
looks,   accents   and   behaviour.   It
sometimes took a long time before
the children were able to free them-
selves  from  these  distorted  images
but   meeting   with   others   in   the
groups  often  helped  them  to  iden-
tify  strongly  with  people  who  had
similar experiences and changed the
negative assocations with their Jew-
ishness into something to be valued
and   cherished,    something   which
confirmed  their  identity  and  often
gave new meaning to their.lives.

A  few  parents  had  denied  their
Jewish    origins    completely,     and
some had gone as far as to convert.
When    the    children    found    out,
usually from people other than their
parents,   they   often   became   very
eager to discover more about their
Jewish  background,  sometimes  by
enrolling in Jewish history courses.
However,    joining    a    synagogue
occasionally   presented   difficulties
when they had no papers  to prove
their Jewishness. The suggestion of
having    to    convert    to    Judaism
seemed preposterous  to  them.  For
these children who  grew up with  a
taboo   on   Jewish   culture,   Jewish
identity can mean both belonging to
and, at the same time, feeling alien-
ated from the Jewish community.

Our  sample  is  too  small  to  draw
general  conclusions.  However,  the
majority   of   the   parents   in   our
groups   who   had   married   fellow
Jews, did not question their Jewish
identity  and  wanted  their  children
to  remain  within  the  Jewish  faith.
Their  Jewishness  was  treasured  as
the  most  important  thing  in  their
lives   as   it  justified   their   survival.
Giving   it   up   would   mean   giving
Hitler a posthumous victory.

To  some  the  synagogue  was   a
place   where   they   felt   connected
with   past   generations   and   where
they    encountered    understanding
and a sense of family. Adherence to
the Jewish tradition could also trig-
ger  off  pain  through  memories  of
what had been lost. Sfeczbbflf, Jewish
Holy  Days  and  Bczrmz.fzt;czfes  could
thus  turn  into  days  of  mourning,
when     a    person    became    over-

whelmed   by   grief .   Others   never
joined a synagogue because of fears
associated with being registered and
on  a list  again.

It was different, though, for refu-
gees  who  had  come  over  to   this
country as children and were foster-
•ed,   often  by  non-Jewish  families.
Many lost their Jewish identity while
trying  to  adapt  and  integrate  into
British society.  If they married out,
they were not  in  a position  to  give
their children a Jewish upbringing.

From   our   experience   with   the
second  generation  it  seemed  that
quite  a  few  grew  up  with  parents
who  were  unhappily  married  and
that  the  children  tended  either  to
stay  single  or  to  marry  later  than
their contemporaries. They remained
Jewish often more out of loyalty to
their parents than  because  of their
own  positive  identification  with  it.
Marrying out was never a consider-
ation  for many  of them,  especially
in cases where the parental message
was:  ``It would kill me,  if you did".
This  would  support  research  find-
ings of D. Heller (Prycfez.artry Vol 45
1982,  pp  247-261)  that  children  of
survivors  show  a  stronger  opposi-
tion to intermarriage than those of.
non-survivors.

Most participants  found  that  the
groups   had   helped   in   improving
relationships  between  the  generat-
ions. Barbara said: "It helped me to
look  at issues from  both sides  and,
rather than over-react,  I now try to
understand what my parents' gener-
ation   is   saying".    Members   were
reassured to find that other families
were  struggling  with  similar,  often
unexpressed,     emotions.     Mutual
support was provided in developing
new ways of relating. There was an
increase    in    sensitivity    and    self-
awareness  and  recognition  of  the
effect Of rigid patterns of behaviour
and  attitudes to  others.  There  was
also an improvement in mutual con-
cern and greater tolerance of differ-
ence.

The new attitudes and behaviour
were   frequently   put   to   the   test
outside the group as well.  This was
illustrated     when     Ruth,     second
generation,  who  had  felt very hurt
by her parents' neglect of her birth-
days,  sent  a  birthday  card  to  Lea,
first  generation.  Lea  was  the  only
survivor of her family, which meant
that anniversaries were painful, be-
cause there was no family member
to   acknowledge   them.   Lea   later
reciprocated  by  giving  a  birthday

Continued on next page
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present  to  Ruth.  Everyone  in  the
group   was    touched   by   this    ex-
change,  which  seemed to  express  a
feeling  of  belonging  as  well  as  an
attempt at some form of reparation.

The  urgency  of breaking  the  sil-
ence  between  the  generations  was
brought    home    to    us   when    we
learned  that  a  former group  men-
ber had died.  The family told us of
their   appreciation   of  the   group's
role in the reconciliation which took
place before the mother's death.

There  were  problems  and  diffi-
culties   as   well.   Especially   in   the
early   stages   of   the   group,   some
people    experienced    considerable
anxiety   about   the   memories   and
painful feelings which might be stir-
red up. There was some hurt, when
members felt misunderstood or un-
appreciated.  There were also a few
drop-outs  early  on,  where  people
thought   the   group   did   not   meet
their  particular  needs.  For  a  few,
the period in the group was not long
enough. Moreover, it is not possible
to  assess  its  long-term  benefits  at
this  point.  In  spite  of  these  reser-
vations,  for the majority the group
provided something which  they ex-
perienced   as   helpful   and  positive
and   which   made   a   difference   to
their lives and relationships.

It  seemed  t`hat  the  group  helped
members  to   appreciate  that   each
generation  had  something  to  learn
from  the  other.  After  initial  wari-
ness and suspicion, group members
began to form bonds. The feeling of
trust that emerged enabled them to
open   up   to   each   other   and   to
integrate   these   new   experiences,
particularly when attempting recon-
ciliation  within  their own families.

People also found that they could
stop  being  helpless  victims.  Mem-
bers  saw  that  there  were   actions
they  could  take.  Parents  could  re-
member and bear witness. Children
could  pass  on  something  of  their
Jewish   heritage   to   future   genera-
tions.  Both, together but in separate
ways,  could ensure the continuation
of the link with past generations.

The names used in this article are fictitious.

1reme Bloomfie\d came to  England before the
war  as  a  refugee  from  Germany.   She  is  a
psychothera|)ist and group therapist,  and was
formerly   Clinical   Director   of  the   Raphael
Centre.
Gaby  G\i\ssm8In,   a  child  of  survivors,   was
born in Holland. She practises as a counsellor
of individuals and groups , independently and
for the  Raphael  Centre.
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GOD - MALE 0R FEMALE?
Elizabeth Sarah

In a Chwiot Drown by Lj,ons
by Asphodel P.  Long

The Women's Press,  London,  1992,
pp 279, £8.99

A;.:?R::|a:eGda:d?uFe:n:t|?H:
b'tzelem  Elohim,  `in  the  image  o£
God'  (Genesis  1:27).  The  first  ref-
erence to the creation  of humanity
is   clearly   egalitarian.   Many   com-
mentators   have   noted   this.    But
what does the text tell us about the
`image  of God'?  We read  (1:28):

And God blessed them  and God
said to them:  `Be fruitful and multi-
ply and fill the earth and subdue it.
Have dominion over the fish of the
sea and over the fowl of the air and
over  every  living  thing  that  creeps
upon the earth'.

The framework of the first account
of Creation is one of hierarchy and
dominance.  Humanity is the pinna-
cle  of  Creation  and  rules  over  all
the  other  species.  Adam  is  not  a
`man',  rather the first human being

is made in the image of a man-like
God.  The  differentiation  of  adam
into   `male'   and   `female'   for   the
purpose of reproduction in  no way
modifies  this image.

The   first   images   of   God   and
humanity  which   we   encounter  in
Torczfe  are  uncompromisingly  male.
Of  course,  the  second  account  of
Creation   refashions  the  image   of
humanity.  The first human being is
formed  by  God  out  of the  dust  of
the   earth   (2:7),   has   the   task   of
tending and keeping the Garden of
Eden (2:15), and is prohibited from
eating of `the tree  of knowledge of
good  and  evil'  (2:17).  But  one  of
the   underlying   intentions   of   the
second account of Creation is to set
limits to humanity's power vis-a-vis
God.  Humanity's  superior  position
vis-a-vis the other creatures, on the
other   hand,   is   reinforced   when
adam   names   the   animals   and   so
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establishes  their  identities  as  living
beings of another, unequal kind and
exerts power over them.

God rules over Creation, human-
ity rules over the animals, man rules
over woman.. The  narrative  relates
how the two symmetrical equivalent
beings,  I.sfoczfe - `woman' -and I.sfe -
`man' - which result from the split-

ting   of   adam   (2:21-22),    become
unequal. This completes the picture
of Creation as a set of relationships
characterised    by    hierarchy    and
dominance.  When  the focus of the
narrative  shifts  from  the  universal
to  the particular - from  the world
and humanity to the family of Abra-
ham  and  Sarah  and  their  descen-
dants  -  it  becomes  clear  that  this
hierarchical   image   of  Creation   is
also the central motif for the  ro7`¢fe
as  whole.  God  rules  over  the  chil-
dren of Israel, and their reward for
obedience to God's will is to be set
`high  above  all  the  nations'  of the

earth  (Deuteronomy 26:19).
Men  wrote  the  Bible,  men  who

lived      in      hierarchical      societies
dominated  by  men.  Their  writings
reflect their experiences,  their con-
cerns, their problems, their projects,
- and they made God in their image
as the source  of authority for their
power.  God is God. But perceptions
of the Divine depend on who is doing
the  perceiving,   on   those  with   the
power to impose their perceptions, to
ensure that their perception is domi-
nant.   Images   of   God   reflect   the
prevailing   socio-political   structures
and in turn serve to reinforce them.

But   what   of  the   Goddess?   As
Asphodel P.  Long demonstrates in
this book,  the  Goddess reigned  be-
fore   God.   Before   Patriarchy,   the
prevailing form  of social  order was
Matriarchy.  But as Asphodel Long
indicates,  while  the  Goddess,  like
God, governed every aspect of life,
God and Goddess are not equivalent
images,  Patriarchy  and  Matriarchy
are  not  equivalent  social  realities.

Matriarchal   societies  -  which   ex-
isted the world over - were ones in
which the authority of women in the
socio-political domain was based on
their inherent capacities for creativ-
ity and nurture, not on coercion and
force. The image of the Goddess as
the   source   of   life,   wisdom   and
compassion expressed the value and
status of women.  The Goddess was
made   in   the   image   of   creative,
independent, resourceful Woman.

Matriarchy was overtaken by Pat-
riarchy, the Goddess was supplanted
by God. Theories abound concerning
why  and  how  this  transformation
took  place.  It  seems  to  have  had
something  to  do  with  the  develop-
ment  of  male-bonding  and   male-
mobility   and  the   increasing   inde-
pendence   of   men   from   women
which began with their engaging in
periodic       hunting        expeditions.
Asphodel  Long does  not focus  her
attention on why Patriarchy  trium-
phed.  She  is  more  concerned  with
identifying     the     nature     of    the
triumph of `Monotheism' -a victory
of    singularity,    absoluteness    and
hierarchy over diversity, complexity
and  totality.  In  doing  so,  she  also
demonstrates  that  the  Patriarchal,
Monotheistic  revolution  was  not  a
once-for-all event.  It was a struggle
which   lasted  for  millennia   and   is
indeed documented in  the Bible.

But  more  than  this -  taking  the
figure  of  Hokfemczfe,  Wisdom,  as  a
key  example  of  the  persistence  of
the influence of the Goddess during
biblical times and beyond, Asphodel
Long  develops  a  complex  portrait
which    challenges    the   Patriarchal
view   of  the   Goddess   as   a   lesser
deity  than  God,  whose  sphere  of
power was confined to fertility wor-
ship.  In the Book of the Wisdom of
Solomon,    which    was    written    in
Greek in the first century CE and is
included in a collection of inter-testa-
mental    texts   labelled   Apocrypha,
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Asphodel  Long  indentifies  twenty-
one attributes of Sophia, the Greek
name of Wisdom  (p.48):

"Her   spirit   is   intelligent,   holy,

unique,   manifold,   subtle,   mobile,
clear,  unpolluted,  distinct,  invulner-
able,  loving the good,  keen,  irresist-
ible,  beneficient,  humane,  steadfast,
sure,  free  from  anxiety,  all  power-
ful,  overseeing  all  and  penetrating
through  all  spirits  that  are  intelli-
gent, pure and most subtle".

According   to   Asphodel   Long's
analysis, the Goddess, a Being both
singular  and   `manifold',   transcen-
dent   and   immanent,   represented
forms    of    culture    which    valued
creativity,  interdependence,  diver-
sity, the totality of life.  The victory
of Patriarchal Monotheism not only
involved   the   suppression   of   the
Goddess  and  the  ways  of  life  She
sustained, but also the appropriation
and  re-definition  of  her  attributes
within God. As we can see from the
text  of  the  Bible,  God  is  not  only
supreme `Lord' of all Creation, but
the Creator giving life to the world.
God  judges  and  punishes  but  also
acts  with  mercy   and   compassion.
Indeed,   the   word   which   denotes
God's  compassion,  rczcfe¢mz.in,  is  a
masculine  plural  of  the  masculine
singular  noun  recfecm which  means
'womb'.  But  as this last element of

appropriation    demonstrates,    the
assimilation of `female' characteris-
tics  into  God was  on  `male'  terms.
Ju.st  at  the  female  component  of
humanity  does  nothing  to  modify
the male image of adam, the human
being,  dominating and subduing all
other forms of life  in the first  Crea-
tion narrative, so the `female' aspects
of  God   are   re-formed  within  the
overwhelmingly male image of God.

In  A   Chariot   Dra,wn  by   Lions
draws  the  reader  into  The  Search
for  the  Female  in  Deity.  Asphodel
Long provides a fascinating account
of the  influence  of the  suppressed
Goddess  in  all  Her  different  man-
ifestations - from the Hebrew Hok-
hmah to the Greek Sophia, through
goddesses  in  the  Hellenistic world,
ancient Egypt, Mesopotamia, early
Christianity  and  the  Virgin  Mary,
and    the    Sfeekfoz.#czfe    in    Rabbinic
Judaism and the  K¢bbcz/ofe.

However, there are difficulties in
Asphodel Long's presentation. One
difficulty concerns the thorny ques-
tion  of  `evidence'.  Asphodel  Long
succeeds  both  in  challenging  Pat-
riarchal  interpretations  of  `fertility
worship'  and  in  providing  her  own

persuasive  re-interpretation  of  the
meaning  and  significance  of  God-
dess  religion.  But  for  all  this,  the
evidence  is  limited.  The  reality  is
that the Goddess was supplanted by
God and the survivals of `the Queen
of Heaven' are very meagre.

Another problem is the extent to
which   Asphodel   Long   seems   to
identify  the  Goddess  -  a  cultural
product   of   societies   which   hon-
oured women -with the Divine.  In
milny ways, In A Chari.ot Drawn By
Lj.o#s is a religious text,  expressing
the author's belief in the Goddess. I
respect her belief - and there is no
doubt  that  it  adds  passion  to  her
arguments - but  she  dismisses  too
easily  the  quest  to  assert  that  the
Divine  is  neither He  nor  She.  The
Creator   is   beyond   the   grasp   of
language   and   thought.    Goddess,
Lady, Queen, Mother, God, Lord,
King,   Father  -  these   are  images
which confine the Divine within the
terms  of  our  own  human  limitat-
ions.  It would be best to give them
all up completely.  But since we are
unable  to  talk  with  or  about  the
Divine  without  using  images,  two
approaches   at   least   seem   to   do
justice to  the unknowable  Creator.
Firstly,  drawing  on  an  eclectic,  in-
exhaustible  range  of  contradictory
representations   -   all   the   female
ones  and  all  the  male  ones  we  can
think  of,   human   and  animal.   Or
secondly, using inanimate images to
express  the  qualities of the Divine,
for    example:    Fountain    of    Life,
Source of Being,  Rock of Existence.

Asphodel  Long's  account  of the
survival of the Goddess despite the
onslaught   of  Patriarchy  is   clearly
motivated  by  her  concerns  in  the
present  and  for  the  future.  Unfor-
tunately, her analysis becomes most
problematic when she tackles these
concerns directly. Having presented
a  complex  picture  of  the  Goddess
through   history,   when   Asphodel
Long moves on to discuss the God-
dess   today   and   tomorrow,   She
becomes  rather  simple   and  one-
dimensional:  She  becomes Nature
re-asserting  Herself  in  opposition
to  Culture - Patriarchy - as if She
wasn't really Culture -Matriarchy -
too.  By  positing  a  Back-to-Nature
thesis as the solution to Patriarchy,
Asphodel Long surrenders the pow-
er of the Goddess as a complete and
absolute alternative to God. Having
argued   so   persuasively   that   the
Goddess  emerged  out  of  Matriar-
chal Cultures,  Asphodel Long con-

fines Her sphere of influence in the
future to Nature alone.

In A  Chariot  Drawn By  Lions is
the  result  of  deep  commitment  to
the   Goddess   and   many   years   of
searching for Her.  I do  not believe
in the Goddess but `The Search for
the  Female  in  Deity'  is  my  quest,
too -a quest shared by many, many
Jews  who  are  part  of an  emerging
Jewish  culture  within  which  God-
Lord-King-Father  does  not express
the ways of life we are creating and
no  longer  has  Dominion  over  us.
Judaism is changing. The wisdom of
past generations is not simply being
received today.  Women - and men
-  are  beginning  to  recognise  that
the   texts  which   are  so  sacred  to
Judaism  reflect the experience  and
preoccupations   of   men.    And   so
women are beginning, to quote the
American   theologian  Judith  Plas-
kow, to `speak into silence', to search
out our foremothers, to develop our
own  commentaries  -  77cz.drczsfe  -  of
biblical    texts,    to    rediscover   the
female celebration of Rosfe fJoczesfo,
the  New  Moon,   to  create  rituals
which  express  our  experiences,  to
name the Divine in our image.

And as we begin to speak, we are
discovering   that   the    `silence'    of
women in the past is not the whole
story.  Perhaps,  as  the  poet  Merle
Feld   suggests,   women   were   too
busy  nurturing  others  to  have  the
opportunity  to   keep   a  record   of
what  happened  to  them  at  Sinai.
But  as  Asphodel  Long  shows  us,
religious experience did not begin at
Sinai,   nor  indeed,   with  Abraham.
And  while   Torczfo  may  have  been
written  by  men  anxious  to  impose
their   version   of   the   Divine   on
women   and   men,    Israelites oand
non-Israelites  alike,  numerous  ref-
erences  to  `pagan'  worship  in  the
Bible indicate that even the triumph
of   Patriarchy   was   not   powerful
enough  to  annihilate  the  Goddess
completely.  One doesn't have to be
a Goddess-worshipper to take heart
from  Asphodel   Long's  telling  re-
minder that Patriarchy and the God
which   men   made   in   their   image
have  not  existed  for  all  time.  Be-
cause of this we know that another
future is possible.
Rabbi  Elizabeth  Sarah  is  mJ.Hdsfer  o/ Bztck-
hurst  Hill  Reform  Synagogue  and  Principal
of Kedem,  the  Eastern Counties  Association
of Progressive  Synagogues  Adult Study  Cen-
tre. A graduate of LSE, she spehi seven years
engaged in feminist research,  writing,  editing
and  publishing  before  becoming  a  rabbinic
studerit at Leo  Baeck College  in 1984.
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TWO   YEARS   AGO   MY
mother  died  of  cancer.   We
spent  more  time  together  in

the  last months  of her life  than we
had   done   for   years.   We   talked
about  the  inevitable  traumas  and
turmoils of our past and were closer
at the end than we had ever been.

We  were  also  videoed  together
by  my  son,  talking  about  life  and
death and cancer and what we both
thought  might,  if  anything,  consti-
tute  life  after  death.  I  have  never
yet been able to watch the film but
hope  to  do  so  before  completing
this  article.

As  I  recall  now,  we  were  both
pretty  much  in  agreeme_nt,   as  we
generally  were,  that  individual  ex-
istence  seemed  unimaginable  after
death   -   either   unsustainable   or
meaningless.  But this did not mean
oblivion or nothingness. Rather was
it a return to our original one-ness,
and  unity  in  God  and  Being  and
Life.  As  we  say  before  K¢ddz.sfe  in
our synagogue,  loosely based upon
Chronicles, `they have not died only
into the grave but into the bond of
eternal life'.

Though I have never spelled this
out to myself or others,  this would
seem  to  mean  that  the  richness  of
the individual becomes, after death,
part  of  the  wonder  and  variety  of
the  Universe  itself ,  in  some  more
essential   way   than   merely   in   the
memories  of  the  living.  It  may  be
summarised  in  the  often  observed,
near-death experience of `going to-
wards the Light'.

The   English   poet   John   Keats
and, much later, the Russian think-
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Jeffrey Newman
er  Gurdjieff,  added  an  important
dimension   to   my   thinking   in   the
suggestion that this life is  a  `vale of
soul-making' -in other words, that
we are not born with a soul but are
here given the chance to build one,
depending  upon  the  intention  and
integrity  with  which  we  live.  Such
an idea appeals to my aesthetic and
ethical sense and probably exists in
Jewish  tradition,  though  I  do  not
believe I have come across it. There
may also well be, frightening as it is
to  suggest,   some  relationship  be-
tween  our  life  and  the  manner  of
our death.

Jewish teaching suggests that the
rorczfe begins with the letter beJ, the
first letter of the word Bcrcsfez.I - `In
the  beginning   .   .   .'  to  teach  that
what comes before life and creation
and what lies  above  and below  are
mysteries   with   which   we   do   not
have  to  be  overly  concerned.  Our
responsibilities  are  to  live  this  life
properly and we will then find out.
Though I personally do not dismiss
all   the   extraordinary   accounts   of
life-after-death,  I do  not find them
particularly helpful nor interesting -
such is not my concern.

And   I   remain   critical   of   and
slightly    hostile    to,    Spiritualism,
even when it is  called  `Jewish'  spir-
itualism. Again this is not because it
has  no  validity  -  the  story  of  the
raising of Samuel from the dead by
the  `Witch  of Endor'  is  compelling
and  full  of  meaning -  but,  on  the
contrary, because there is too much
`Power'   in   this   area   which   could

well divert us from this life and our
proper   purposes.   I   remember   a
teacher  who  insisted  that  far from
religion  being  a  system  to  open  us
up to the Almighty, it was, rather, a
series  of brakes,  ensuring  that  our
tiny  minds  were  not  overwhelmed
too   quickly   by   the   wonders   and
extraordinary  powers  of  existence.

Religion,    therefore,    provided    a
step-by-step approach.

But following my mother's death
and because I myself have reached
the  age  when  you  realise  that  you
never  actually  feel  older  -  though
not    quite    that   challenging    time
when  contemporaries  begin  to  die
all   around,   I   looked   forward   to
reading these two  books with their
intriguing titles. Could they take me
further in  my  thoughts  and  under-
standing?  Both  are fascinating,  de-
manding    and    in    quite    different
ways,  astonishing.  James  Barr  is  a
distinguished   Hebrew   scholar   in
that   long   line   of   Christians   for
whom  the  `Old'  Testament  is  the
basis of his own  religion.  His book
is a polemic directed against recent
Christian   thinking  which   has   div-
orced the belief in Immortality from
that in  Resurrection,  favouring the
first at the expense of the second.

Barr's  close  reading  of the  story
of Adam  and Eve  cleanses  it  from
Paul's personal and Hellenistic con-
cerns about sin and evil which con-
taminated  all  subsequent  Christian
interpretation.  The  story  nowhere
says that Adam, before his disobed-
ience,   was   immortal,   was   never
going to  die.  The  problem  was,  on
the    contrary,    Barr    writes    that
`Adam's  disobedience  .  .  .  brought

near to himself the distant possibil-
ity of immortality'.

Much modem Christian theology
has  lost interest in immortality and
suggested  that  resurrection  of  the
body  is  a  more  fundamental  doct-
rine.   Interestingly,  it  has  justified
this by quoting Jewish,  particularly
Biblical,  sources.   Of  course,  such
teaching   has   been   central   during
particular   periods   in   Judaism.    I
remember  the  feverish  debates  we
had in the seventies in the rabbinic
assembly   about   how   to   translate
mechayyeh hametim in the Amidah ,
a phrase which was clearly original-
ly connected with resurrection.  But
look  at it now!
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The   foundation   of   this   recent
Christian thinking is traced  to what
is  apparently  called  `totality'  think-
ing  in  Jewish  tradition  -  the  idea
that in the Bible `body and soul' are
not  two  different  elements,  that  is
`to  use  a  popular formulation,  that

man  does  not  `have'  a  soul,  he  is  a
living soul'.  "By the  1930's",  writes
Barr,  "there was a strong liking for
`holistic'  views  of human.nature.  It

was  not  a  compound  of  a  physical
body with an immaterial soul but an
interlinked  unity  with  interactions
between      physical      and      mental
aspects".  Was  this  a  return  to  the
Biblical  tradition  or,  as  Barr  says,
"a  climbing  on  the  bandwagon  of

modern  progress?"  "Is  it  even  re-
motely plausible,"  Barr asks,  "that
ancient  Hebrews,  at  the  very  ear-
liest stage of their tradition, already
had  a  picture  of  humanity  which
agreed   so   well   with   the   modern
esteem for a psychosomatic unity?"

Hard  though  it  is  to  credit  for  a
number  of reasons,  this  does  seem
to  be  the  case.   And  part  of  the
explanation must be rooted in Barr's
own   discipline   of   philology   -   the
structure of the Hebrew language.

Already   I   can   imagine   the   in-
terest   of   the   majority   of   A4¢##cz
readers  to  be  dimming.   Such  big
words  are  simply  not  `Jewish'.  It  is
not  that  we  are  untheological  but
rather that verbs form  the basis  of
our   culture.   We   tend   to   action
rather   than    philosophy.    Perhaps
Barr's  investigation  of  whether  or
not  Adam   and   Eve  had   time   to
make  love  while  they  were  in  the
Garden   may   appeal   to   us   more
strongly?   Here  Barr's  imaginative
fantasies produce wonderful mz.drasfe
- but I am not sure what's happened
to   the   scholar.   For   a   healthy   re-
introduction of Jewish sexuality into
Biblical   reading,   however,   this   is
first-rate stuff .

Bauman's   new   book   does   not
deal   with   abstract   questions.    Its
focus  is  the   `life  strategies'  which
individuals   and   society   adopt   to
avoid  confronting  the  questions  of
death.   It   is   a   breathless,   helter-
skelter, compendium of a book - a
torrential rush of quotes and ideas,
each    challenging    and    disturbing.
How can  anyone read so much and
write  so  fast?  It  is  also  a  brilliant,
oustanding book which, to read and
understand, would take no less than
a lifetime, despite being superficial-
ly short - a  mere 210 pages.  But it
tosses the reader from one thought,
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one   age,   one   writer   to   another,
even from one language to another,
with  a confidence which the reader
may not share.

Humans  are  the  only  creatures
who  not  only  know  but  also  know
that  they  know  -  and  cannot  `un-
know' -their knowledge.  In partic-
ular,    they    cannot    `unknow'    the
knowledge of their mortality.  Once
humans tasted of the Tree of Know-
ledge, the taste could not be forgot-
ten, it could only be not remembered
-for a while, with attention shifting
to other impressions.  Once learned,
knowledge  that  death  may  not  be
escaped cannot be forgotten -it can
only  not  be  thought  about  for  a
while,   with   attention   shifting   to
other  concerns   .   .   .   The   woe   of
mortality  makes  humans  God-like.
It is because we know that we must
die that we are so busy making life.
This is the creation of Culture.

A   compendium?   Bauman   pro-
vides  an  outstanding  collection  of
quotes  from  other  writers.  How  is
this  from  Pascal  on  the  puzzle  of
human existence:  `When I consider
the short duration of my life,  swal-
lowed  up   in   eternity  past  and  to
come, the little space that I fill, and
even  can  see,  engulfed  in  the  infi-
nite immensity of spaces of which I
am  ignorant  and  which  know  me
not,  I  am  terrified,  and  am  aston-
ished   at   being   here   rather   than
there;  for  there  is  no  reason  why
here  rather  than  there,  why  now
rather than then'.

Or  this,  from  Schopenhauer,  on
the   span   of  human   life   and   the
potential  naturalness  of  death:   `In
one  of  the  Vedic  Upanishads,  the
natural  length  of human  life  is  put
down  at one  hundred years.  And  I
believe   this   to   be   right.   I   have
observed, as a matter of fact, that it
is  only  people  who  exceed  the  age
of  ninety  who  attain  euthanasia  -
who   die,   that   is   to   say,   of   no
disease,    apoplexy   or   convulsion,
and pass away without agony of any
sort  .   .   .  but  expire  generally  in  a
sitting  attitude,  and  often  after  a
meal - or,  I  may say,  simply cease
to  live rather than  die.  To  come to
one's end before the  age of ninety,
means  to  die  of  disease,  in  other
words, prematurely'.

I marvel  at Bauman's breadth  of
reading and exalt at the material he
produces.  "Cemeteries", Baudrillard
suggests   "were   the  first  ghettos".
What  a  concise  comment  on  our
exclusion      of      the      dead.      But

Bauman's   own   writing  is   also   so
quotable:  "Death  as  such  is  inevit-
able;  but  each  concrete  instance  of
death is contingent.  Death is omni-
potent  and  invincible;  but  none  of
the specific causes of death is  .  .  .  I
can  do  nothing  to  defy  mortality.
But  I  can  do  quite  a  lot to  avoid  a
blood clot or lung cancer. I can stop
eating  eggs,  refrain  from  smoking,
do    physical    exercises,    keep    my
weight down  .  .  .  And while doing all
these right things  .  .  .  I have no time
left  to  ruminate  over  the  ultimate
futility  of  each  thing  I  am  doing;
over   the   sombre   and   potentially
incapacitating   truth   that   however
foolproof each measure I take could
be  made,  this  does  not  in  the  least
detract    from    the    uselessness    of
them all  taken together".

And  yet,  Bauman's  book  is  ulti-
mately   unsatisfying.   Only   in   one
place  was  there  anything  which  I
found  helpful  in  depth.  The  most
poignant  moments  of  my  mother's
dying  were  her  sadness  when  she
spoke about the sacrifice of relation-
ships  and  particularly  the  loss  that
she  felt  in  realising  that  she  would
no   longer   know   what   would   be
happening to us all. Bauman quotes
Joseph Haroutunian:  "Since human
life  is  a  transaction,  a  communion,
human  death is the  end  of transac-
tion or a failure of communion  .  .  .
the   anxiety   about   death  which  is
proper to  a human  being is  a func-
tion  of love.  We  are  anxious  about
death, or rather about annihilation,
because, on the whole, we love our
neighbours  as  ourselves".  Bauman
rightly   questions   this.   In   the   in-
creasing    atomisation    of    society,
where  sociability  is  less  and  less  a
factor,  that  traditional  anxiety  ab-
out death of which Haroutunian has
written  has  been  replaced  with  the
specifically   modern   anxiety   about
emptiness      and      meaninglessness
within life itself .  The person who is
afraid of death is the person who is
afraid  of life.

Well, time to hand in the review -
and  I  have  still  not  watched  that
video.  Maybe I am simply afraid to
see   my  mother   as   she  was  when
alive -too close, not to my thinking
about  death,  but  essentially,  as  all
these questions are, to my feelingsl

Rabbi   Jeffrey   Newman   I.s   a   gracztt¢Jc   o/
Oxford  University  and  Leo   Baeck  College.
He   has   been   Rabbi   of   FinclLley   Reform
Synagogue   for   nearly   twenty   years   and   is
presently working at developing Rabbinic  ln-
Servlce Training.
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Benevolence and Betrayal: Five
Italian Jewish f andlies under Fascism

by Alexander Stille
Jonathan Cape,  London 1992

pp.365,  h.b.  £20.00

N)T LEAST OF THE TRAGIC
}ompromises forced on us by
he   Holocaust   and   by   the

trauma of remembrance is the effect
of  scale  on  our  confused  efforts  to
understand history. Each of us is but
one.  Somehow,  each  of the  six  mil-
lion is so  easily lost in the shattering
enormity  of  numbers,  of  strings  of
zeros which risk losing touch with the
physical,    human    suffering    which
forms them.  And yet who  can deny
the importance of the sheer scale of
the catastrophe, who can rail against
an acknowledgement that this was an
event  unparalleled,  which  must  be
recalled  with  a  solemnity  and  gran-
deur to match the horror? Think of
that  modem  temple  of  war,  to  be
found  all  over  Europe  since  World
War One, the tomb of the unknown
soldier.  \Vhen  the  scale  of loss  is  so
great,  only  the  unspecified  and  the
unknown   can   suffice   in   rememb-
rance,   as   if   the   meaning   of  such
events     were     itself     unknowable
through  anything  but  the  symbolic.
And  those  symbols  very  soon  come
to represent not so much the people
who died, as the unity and patriotism
of the nation for which they died.

Yet,  those were people who died,
not unknown,  not symbols  of a nat-
ion.  And  for  diaspora Jews  it  is  far
from   straightforward   to   see   quite
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what nation the `unknown' victim of
the  Holocaust  might  represent,  ex-
cept one tragically undone.

At the other extreme, we can all
gppreciate  how risky it is  to pick  a
single  case  to  contain  the  emotion
and sense of a great issue. Think for
a moment, in a completely different
context,  of  the  episode  of  `Jenni-
fer's   Ear'   in   last   year's   general
election.  There,  it  was  Hollywood
tears  which  were  shed  and  Holly-
wood tears for the Holocaust would
be unthinkable.

These    problems    are,    perhaps
.necessarily,   insoluble.   But   that   is
not  to  say  there  are  no  responses.
One  of these  comes  precisely from
an  acknowledgement  of the  nature
of history as a complex mechanism,
working   in   many   directions   and
moved  by  many  forces.  The  Holo-
caust  was   conceived  by   Himmler
and  Eichmann  and  the  like,  but  it
was   carried  out,   encouraged,   ex-
tended  and  defied  by  innumerable
"agents"   on   the   ground   all   over

Europe   and   not   only   in   concen-
tration camps.

Its  history  is  still  today,  remark-
ably,    only    very    sketchily    docu-
mented and understood, despite the
massive  researches  of  Martin  Gil-
bert  and  many,  many  others.  Any
simple  picture  of  the  Holocaust  is
retrospective  and  reductive,  and  -
which is worse - encourages anony-
mity of both victim and perpetrator.

Remembrance  must  begin  `on  the
ground'.  Primo  Levi is perhaps the
greatest  witness  of  the  Holocaust
for us,  today,  precisely  because  he
intuitively  told  the  stories  of  indi-
viduals,   of   the   idiosyncratic   and
unusual, in a system which attemp-
ted   to   destroy   the   individual.   In
doing  so,   he  salvaged   that   other
meaning of history - the telling of a
story which  eschews  the  grand  and
the  abstract  and  the  symbolic  and
finds    meaning    in    the    modestly
every-day.

This  long  preamble  helps  to  ex-
plain  the  sheer  power  to  move  to
anger and to tears, of a book which
is   among   many   other   things,   an
ideal companion to Levi's own story
-   Alexander   Stille's   Bc#evo/c#ce
and   Betrayal:   Five   Italian   Jevyish
Families   Under   Fascism.   Stii++e  is
neither an historian  nor a writer of
crafted literary prose, but his direct-
ness  and  unsophisticated  style  are
an   advantage.   He   is   above   all   a
good  listener,  such  that  one  might
apply   to   him   the   epithet   which
Levi  gave  himself  in  77zc  Perj.ocZ!.c
Tab/e:  he  is  `one  to  whom  stories
are  told'.  He  has  gathered  the  ex-
traordinarily  diverse  and  intensely
poignant stories of five Italian Jewish
families, which reflect the peculiari-
ties   of   Italian   Jewry   and   Italian
Fascism's  ambivalence  towards  its
own   racial   policies   -  and   stretch
back   to   the   emancipation   of  the
Jews in the newly-unified Italy after
1861   and  forward  to  survival  and
emigration  to  North  America.  The
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Holocaust is a dark centre, but it is
there in full, as a complex and long
process  in history and as  a story of
individuals,   told  by  those  individ-
uals - it is oral history as it serves us
best.  Stille  himself  knows  the  virt-
ues of his approach - `the  complex
of individual experience, with all its
rough,   solid   three-dimensionality'
can   be,   he   says,   `an   antidote   to
overbroad generalizations'.

The five family tales are astonish-
ing.  The first  and  the most  difficult
verges on the grotesque and immedi-
ately   dispels   years   of   Hollywood-
style  simplification.  The  story  is  of
the Ovazza family of Turin, a typic-
ally  successful,  assimilated  product
of the prosperous Italian north. The
patriarch   of  the   family,   Ernesto,
was  fiercely  patriotic  and  his  sons
shared  his  fervour,   all  fighting  in
the First World War.  It was almost
natural that they should subsequently
join the Fascist party. Stille concen-
trates  on  the  second  son,  Ettore,
whose  faith  in  Fascism  and  adorat-
ion for `11 Duce'  led him to attempt
a perverse terrorist attack on Zion-
ist  movements  in  Italy  and  to  the
foundation     of     a     Fascist-Jewish
movement  called   `La  IVosfrcz   bcz#-
cZz.crcz'  -  Our  Flag.  His  faith  in  the
regime was  so  strong that  he  could
not   accept   the   fact   of  increasing
discrimination  after  the  1938  racial
laws  and  all  but  lost  his  reason  in
creating  extenuating  circumstances
and less than plausible explanations
for his rejection and betrayal by the
Party.  His  death  with  his  wife  and
daughter   in   October   1943,   in   a
school   basement   near   the   Swiss
border   at   the   hands   of   German
soldiers,  is  a  sinister  and  pathetic
coda to  a bizarre story of delusion.
Stille  shows  courage in  confronting
it  head-on  and  he  is  wholly  justi-
fied.  Victims  are not uniformly im-
peccable. In Italy, the percentage of
the general population who belong-
ed to  the Fascist Party,  and that of
the  Jewish  population  who  joined,
were exactly the same.

The  second  story  is  also  set  in
Turin,  but this  time  centres  on  the
long-standing liberal  and anti-Fascist
tradition  of that  city's  intelligentsia.
The  family  in  question  is  the  Foa
family  and,   in  particular,  Vittorio
Foa,  a brilliant activist in the  `Gz.us-
fz.zz.a c Lz.be7.fd'  (Justice and Liberty)
movement,  which  became the maj-
or  focus   for   non-communist   anti-
Fascism    in    the    1930s,    and    his
brother  Beppe,  who  despite  shar-
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ing   many   of  his   brother's   views,
continued  to  work  as  an  aviation
engineer   for   the   State   and   was
responsible     for     several     break-
throughs    in    design     and    flight-
technology. Around them, a picture
of a vibrant group of largely Jewish
intellectuals   and   entrepreneurs   is
built  up.  Among  them  were  Carlo
Levi,   later   author   of  the   superb
Cpr*t slopped at  Eboli, the faLmtry
of  the  future  writer  Natalia  Ginz-
burg,  Cesare  Pavese  (who  was  not
Jewish), the Olivetti family, cousins
of    Primo    Levi.    The    characters
populating  this  chapter  read  like  a
roll-call  of  some  of  the  major  fig-
ures of Italian culture and politics of
the   post-war   period.   Here,   too,
there  is  room  for  the  darker  side
and  the  grotesque,  in  the  form  of
the  compelling  story  of  the  pulp-
writer,  Jew  and  Fascist  informant
Pitigrilli  -  alias  Dino  Segre,   who
fooled the Foas and many others for
years,  but  was  inevitably  discarded
and   humiliated   by   his   controllers
when he ceased to serve the State's
interests.

The third chapter shifts from  the
prosperous   middle-class   Jewry   of
the   north,   to   the   oldest   Jewish
community in Europe and the most
popular  working-class  community,
in and around the former ghetto in
Rome. Here we meet the Di Veroli
family - all thirty-three members of
it - eking out a living in their shops
and  trades  as  they  had  done  for
generations.      Stille      concentrates
largely on the nine-month period of
Nazi rule, when Rome was in name
an `open city`, but in practice under
brutal    occupation,     captured    by
Roberto  Rossellini  in  his  1945  film
masterpiece  Rome  Opc#  Cz.ty.  The
tale  is  one  of  shrewd  survival  for
some,  but  inevitable  arrest,  execu-
tion and deportation for many. The
experiences of the family follow the
harrowing progress of German rule,
from   the   great   round-up   in   the
ghetto  on  16  October  1943,  which
was the first large-scale anti-Semitic
operation  in  Italy,  to  the  perverse
demand  for  a  ransom  of fifty  kilo-
grams   of   gold   in   return   for   the
community's safety, which was suc-
cessfully  collected  after  an  heroic
struggle    and    with    the    help    of
thousands of non-Jewish Romans -
although not the Vatican, of course,
to the horrific Ardeatine Cave mas-
sacre  of  24  March  1944,  in  which
fifteen-year-old  Michele  Di  Veroli
was the youngest of the 335 victims.

The  fourth  story  returns  to  the
North,  this  time  to  Genoa,  and  to
the    astonishing   co-operation    be-
tween a playboy and flaneur, Massi-
mo Teglio,  a committed and brave
Rabbi,    Riccardo   Pacifici,    and   a
priest,    Don    Francesco    Repetto,
who all worked within a clandestine
organisation   which   helped   spread
information  and  aid  escapees  and
refugees from the Fascists, and then
from the Nazi occupiers in the final
two years of the war.

Finally,  and  with  less  6lan  than
for  the  previous  four,   Stille  deals
with the Sch6nheits of Ferrara, who
were  deported  to  Buchenwald.  He
is less expansive here,  more reliant
on other accounts,  including Primo
Levi's,      and      markedly      muted.
Perhaps the author's insecurity and
slight  ambivalence  abc)ut writing of
the  camps  is  eloquent in  itself .  His
book   has   been   something   other
than  a  record  of  extermination.  It
has  stretched  the  one-dimensional
view   of  the  Holocaust,   by   docu-
menting its pre-history in Italy, and
in   the   experiences   of  many   indi-
viduals  as  they  lived  it,  by  filtering
out  the  trite  wisdom  of  hindsight
without denying the pathos of hind-
sight,   by   evoking   once   again   the
sheer vitality and variety of a com-
munity    over    the    period    of    its
greatest  suffering  and,  no  less  im-
portantly,   by   showing   the   proud
record  of  ordinary  Italians  in  de-
tying   by   instinct   the   barbarisms
perpetrated  on  their  Jewish  neigh-
bours.

Most impressive  of all,  however,
is Stille's success in avoiding the risk
of bathos in history told  as  a series
of  stories,   in   a   way   that,   say,   a
recent  film  directed  by  Agnieszka
Holland,    Ewrapcz,    Eztrapcz,    does
not.  He concentrates on the twenty
years  of  Italian  Fascism,  which  is
precisely the period which so easily
blinds us by the monumental  block
of the  years  of  the  Final  Solution.
And  as we  come to  the  end of the
lives of those who saw these events,
as  the  historians  either retreat  into
scholarly  debate  or,   in  thankfully
few cases, rant their revisionist lies,
it is this sort of account that relives
and revitalises , without intimidating
grandeur, but with the human com-
passion,   admiration   and  awe   that
each of us can sharel

Rol.ert Cordon was born in London in ]966.
A `graduate'  of the  North West Surrey  Syna-
gogu,e,  he is  lecturer  in  Italian and  Fellow  of
Pembroke  College,  Oxford.
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MORE PLEASE

MEDIEVAL     TIMES,

i:huee°e]n°8¥aiT;:ie:::sS.]dAe:Cadre:hu:
lar  and  avid  reader  of  your  blue-
tinted  theological  centre-fold,  issue
by   issue,   I   have   the  feeling   that
Jewish theology is more like a dam-
sel  in  distress than  a queen.

`Does  God  Still  Operate  in  His-

tory?'   is   a   tantalising,   irresistible
title,  but  the  essay  left  this  reader
quite  frustrated.   Friedlander  cites
well-known    post-Holocaust    theo-
logians,  but  their  answers  are  baf-
fling.   It  is   proposed  that   God  is
present    immanently    rather    than
transcendentally.   This  assertion  is
not  supported  by  any  evidence  or
reasoning but presented purely as a
myth.  The  paragraph  from  Jonas'
work   is   virtually   unreadable   and
reminds one of nothing as much  as
the horrors of trying to make sense
out  of  Hegel.   In  many  ways,  the
Friedlander/Jonas  theology  resem-
bles psycho-analytical dream myths
which  can  be  neither  proved  nor
disproved but must be taken `as is'.

Despite  my  frustration,  I  would
like A4cz##¢ to publish more theolo-
gical  essays  but,  hopefully,  written
in concise, lucid prose. Would it not
be   advisable   for   contributors   to
define  or  explicate   some  of  their
basic  terms  and  assertions  for  the
benefit   of   the   ordinary   reader?
A4a##¢  is  indeed  a  manna  in  the
Anglo-Jewish      wilderness.      Long
may it continue to frustrate usl
Dr. Leo Hepner
London N6

sl¥

QUEERING THE PITCHsY:A:r:P:r:-I¢:„n:e;:;8:;.;:.:::cE::

an  intermittent   chill  in   my  mind.
While  you  realise  that  `we  live  in  a
world  where  the  negative  image  of
the  Jew  is  inextricably  woven  into
the very fabric of culture', you want
the Jewish community to take up  a
variety  of challenges  in  which  you
must assume  our voice will be wel-
come  and  likely  to  be  heeded - to
warn  against  xenophobia,  get  gov-
ernments    to    protect    victims    of

MANNA SPBING  1993

`ethnic  cleansing',  cherish  the  right

of asylum,  oppose  bigotry  and,  on
the authority of Elie Wiesel, practise
`solidarity  with  the  persecuted  and

oppressed throughout the world' -a
tall  order  with  which  I,  as  a  one-
time   refugee,    do   not   of   course
quarrel.

But  then  what  about  that  `nega-
tive   image   of  the   Jew'   in   which
`Shylock is still  a villain'?  How high

is  our  solidarity  likely  to  be  rated?
The  chances  are,  if  what  you  call
`our unique  experience'  is  anything

to  go  by,  that people will  prefer to
do without us.

Our  support  will  be  felt  - if  not
said  -  to  be  hampering  the  good
cause.  Humanitarians will prefer to
do without, not Jews, but `intellect-
uals'.  Conservatives  may  expect  to
be better-served, not by Jews but by
members of old-established families.
Socialists   may   think   it   politically
unwise  to   be   associated  not  with
Jews,  but  with  `bourgeois  capital-
ists'.   Others  will  fight  shy  not  of
Jews,      but      of      `cosmopolitans'.
Others  again  may be  in  favour but
`must   consider   their   supporters',

and the  `negative image'  elsewhere
will be sufficient to expose the `fatal
flaw'  of  which  again,   as  you  say,
Shylock  is  `a  symbol'.

Moreover,   today,  when  we  call
for  solidarity  with   the  oppressed,
we   in   turn    must   expect   to   be
queried,  rightly  or  wrongly,  as  to
how   we   ourselves   practise   toler-
ance,    justice    and    righteousness,
where we have an opportunity to do
so.  What sort of an example are we
setting?   The   pitch   will   then   be
queered  by  the  sort  of  argument
which  most  will  agree  had  best  be
avoidedl
C.C.  Aronsfeld
Harrow,  Middx

GOD'S RECEIVER
Sir,

N?::E¥b:n5:hA::1Tf#en:d::;
Supplement   to   the   Winter   1993
issue of A4cz##¢ is his translation for
our benefit of the difficult language
of   Theodore   Adorno    and   Emil
Fackenheim.   He   has   omitted   to
explain, however, the most obscure
passage of the lot, which he quotes
from his own edition of Hans Jonas,
viz:

And  for  aeons   God's  cause   is
safe  in  the  slow  hands  of  cosmic
chance  and  probability - while  all
the  time we  may surmise  a patient
memory  .  .  .  a hesitant emergence
of transcendence from the opaque-
ness  of immancence.

May I suggest:  "God exists,  but his
receiver's  been  off  the  hook  for  a
long time"I
H.A.  Meek
Southport.

COME PLEASE

HAVE FOLLOWED WITH A
vested interest the references to
our week-night Services by two

Sir'

I
distinguished rabbis with past exper-
ience of West London Synagogue.

In  your  issue  for  Autumn  1992,
Rabbi  William  Wolff  confessed  to
discontinuing   these   Services.    He
may  be  interested  to  learn  that  we
now have a rota of excellent volun-
teers  to  lead  them,  thus  lessening
the rabbinical  load.

Rabbi  Curtis  Cassell,  in  his  letter
on the same subject (A4cz##o, Winter
1993)  draws  attention  to  the  United
Synagogue's  habit  of employing,  if
necessary,  paid  `Minyanmen'.

West  London  is  happy  to  have,
whenever possible,  Minyan  People,
albeit   unpaid,   and   welcomes   any
and  all  visitors  who  would  like  to
wind down after the day's work in a
tranquil  atmosphere  of  meditation
and prayer.

At   the   moment,   Services   take
place  from  Monday  to  Friday  but
should  there  be  an  overwhelming
response, we would be delighted to
extend the period.
Demise Williams
Hon.  Secretary Warderis'  Committee
West  London Synagogue.

DIALOGUE
Sir'

I WAS  QUITE BEMUSED TO
find myself one of the objects of
attack  by  Mr  Lloyd  James  in

A4cz/?#cz.  I  am  a subscriber and have
usually found it a fair publication.  I
would like  to  make  a few points  in
reply.

I  do  not  think  I  have  met  Mr
James.  He  wrote  to  me  suggesting
our  constitution  is  racist.  Whether
or   not   one   accepts   the   idea   of

Continued on next page
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believers  in  Jesus  as  Messiah  who
are Jews,  the fact is that we are an
organisation   for  such   people   and
have    as    much    right    to    define
ourselves as do a Caledonian Society
or a Women's Institute.  I explained
to  Mr James  what  I  understand  as
racism   and   mentioned   the   quite
obvious fact that  `race'  is a difficult
concept   with   Jews   but   that   anti-
Semitism  takes  a  racist  form   and
has had to be dealt with  according-
ly. He replied thanking me. A while
later,  he  wrote  again  as  if  we  had
never  had   this   exchange.   At   this
point I felt there was no mileage in
continuing the  discussion.  I had  no
idea about his background and even
wondered from his attacks whether
he was  anti-Semitic himself.

I made no mention  of Mr James
in  our  quarterly  magazine  and  the
reference to a Gentile Christian did
not refer to him. I do not know why
he identifies himself with  it.

Whatever one thinks of our feel-
ings  of  being  Jewish,  one  thing  is
certain.   Many   of   us   continue   to
experience   anti-Semitism   and   my
own  34  years  of Christian  ministry
has not been lacking in that experi-
ence. I am puzzled by these personal
attacks   by   Mr   James.    My   own
ministry   has   been   very   much   to
foster   Christian-Jewish    dialogue,
especially   within   the   United   Re-
formed Church,  and also to do the
same for Christian-Muslim relations
at.  grass   roots   level   in   my   local
Lancashire  situation,  where  I  have
sought  to foster better understand-
ing   of  Jews   among  Mu-slims.   Mr
James has been campaigning among
other Christian  bodies to  denigrate
me and mine and some have written
to me to ask what on earth this is all
about. There must be better targets
for his spleen.

As  you  know,  you  cannot  have
dialogue  with  people  who  will  not
be open  and  state  their position  or
motives. I find Mr Lloyd James is in
this   category.    His   `research'   has
made no attempt to see me as I aml
Rev.  Ronald H.  Lewis
The  International Messianic
J ewish Alli.ance
Ramsgate,  Kent.

MARY

FOUND THE REV.  MELVYN
Matthews'  reflections  in  the  last
issue  of  A4lcz##cz  on  five  years  of

32

Jewish-Christian         dialogue         at
Ammerdown  very  interesting  and
felt challenged by the final question
he   posed  which,   he   says,   only   a
Jewish  person  can  answer for  him:
If such dialogue recalls Christians to
the existential roots of their faith, is
there   anything  that   Christians   do
for Jews?

This   is   a   vast   subject,   but   1'11
attempt   to   say   briefly   what   this
Jewish   woman   has   gained   from
Christians.  It is something similar -
a recalling to the existential roots of
my   faith:   namely,   its   spirituality.
There  is  a  Christian  commitment -
almost unspoken, taken for granted
-  to   preserving   the   mystery   and
creativity   of   religion,   its   psychic
power,  its poetry,  its  re-imaging of
the  divine.  This,  in  aniconic,  pat-
riarchal  Judaism,  is  lacking.  This,
during my lifetime, has come to me
through English literature, the writ-
ings  of  mystics  and  spiritual  ques-
tors,  like  Blake,  the  Metaphysical
Poets,   T.   S.    Eliot,   through   the
atmosphere   of  cathedrals,   the  in-
tense visual power of Russian icons,
the  wondrous  music  of  Bach.   All
these nourish the soul:  inner strug-
gle,  harmony,  stillness.

There  is  a  mystical  tradition  in
Judaism with some of these features
but it has been too little available or
cultivated.  And  denied  to  women.

Which brings me to the most impor-
tant   Christian   gift   for   this   Jewish
person,   the   figure   of  Mary,   as   a
symbol  of  the  divine  feminine,  of
the  possibility  of  spiritual  mother-
ing   and   of   spiritual   virginity,    a
realisation  of the feminine  qualities
that   gave   birth   to   a   Jesus,   who
displays   a   discerning   love,   active
passivity   and   vulnerability   of   the
flesh   which   for   the   God   of   the
Hebrew Bible arc not high priority.
There    are    Christian    theologians
who   see   Mary,   or   Jesus,   as   the
Sfeckfez.#czfe.     While    I    resist    their
appropriating   Her   in   this   way,   I
have   to   acknowledge   that   I   first
experienced   divine   immanence   -
Sfeckfej.#czfe,  God's  `feminine'  aspect
-   through    contemplating   statues
and  pictures  of Mary  at  the  begin-
ning  and  ending  of  her  son's  life.
That  she  was  Jewish  is,  to  me,  of
particular      creative      significance.
And  now,  in  the  Pi6ta  and  in  the
Black  Virgin,  I  see  the  sorrow  and
dark     knowledge     of     one     who
mothered   a   religion   and   foresaw
that  it  could  become  destructive  -
to her own people and her own sex.

I believe the needed reconciliation
can come through her wisdom, if we
can recognise her - as the existent-
ial root of both religionsl
Alix Pirani
Combe Down,  Bath.
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IIfr4o€J''
William Wolff

IN  THIS  AGE  OF  MICRO
measurement     and     lightning-
speed computing,  we  are being

short-changed in one major way:
No  one bothers to find out how

many  Jews  we,  as  a  community,
are   losing   every   year,   or   even
every decade, by drift or deliberate
desertion.

This blind eye mode is one which
our social  scientists  share with our
historians.

Not one of those has ever asked
how  many  thousands,  or  tens  of
thousands    we    lost    after    Jews
flooded  out  of the  ghettoes  in  the
19th century.

Or   how   many   we   lost   in   the
centuries  before.  And  even  in  the
centuries  when  Jews  were  penned
up  inside  their  ghettoes,  probably
more  than  has  ever  been  acknow-
ledged seeped away.

Today, it is the overriding question
that  faces   any  rabbi,   lay  leader,
demographer or mere observer.

If we do not know the size of the
problem, how can we begin to solve
it?

Faced with an haemmorhage, no
doctor   would   stand   by   without
action.

Yet   the   only   action   by   those
charged with the health and survival
of the Jewish community is a wring-
ing of the hands.

*

THE MOST REMARKABLE
aspect   of   Chaim   Herzog's
distinguished  features  as  he

flitted from  Buckingham Palace to
Downing  Street  recently  was  the
bare head.

Neither on its top, back or sides
was   a  covering,   in  any  of  its  57
varieties, to be seen.

Not .as  Israeli President, Jew,  or
son of Israel's first Chief Rabbi, did
Herzog  feel  the  need  to  boost  his
identity with a kz.ppcz7z.

In   that   he   was   like   the   vast
majority of Jews the world over.

But when will picture editors and
TV  producers   learn   that  if  they
want to portray a typical Jew, they
must  first  filter  out  all  black  hats
End kippott

*

a:`nEe:en:.;,::i;,Aa::K3::gn:cai
service by his firm and lucid ruling
on  women's   services  -  never  on
shool   pre;mines   on   Shabbat,   aLnd
never to include a scroll reading or
the Kaddish:

By-his first maj or fecz/¢kfez.c action ,
he has made it clear that his leader-
ship  will  not bring  modem  Ortho-
doxy to the United Synagogue. And
that  those  who  wish  to  live  in  the
1990s,  while  practising  a  Judaism
that does no violence either to their
intellect or their moral conscience,
have only one way to go. To join us
in the  Reform,  Liberal  or Masorti
synagogues.

*

THE   UNKNolh7N  VOICE
on the telephone was anxious.
She  wanted  to  talk  about  a

possible   circumcision   in   case   her
expected baby was  a boy.  But  she
was tense at the prospect of having
him `mutilated'.

With  that  she  showed  that  she
had,  alas, fallen victim to the anti-
circumcision  lobby.  `Mutilation'  is
their buzz word.

To her and anyone  else haunted
by  that  fear,  there  is  a  ready  re-
assurance.  Ask  any  of the  tens  of
millions of Jewish and other males
who  are circumcised, whether they
are `mutilated'.

*

INEEDED ALL MY POIVERS
of empathy,  topped  up  with  a
big dollop of imagination to get

a glimmer  of understanding  of the
passions aroused by the addition of
85  Er#i;  poles  to  the  hundreds  of
telephone  poles,  linked  by  count-
less  miles  of  wire,  already  dotted

around North West London.
Environmental?  I took a look  at

the  lamp  posts  which  would  have
had to  shed their light on some of
the newcomers in Wildwood Road.
Even  at  their  most  slender,  they
hardly looked like anorexic trees.

Maybe  the  Erg/v  battle  also  left
me unscarred  because I  spent part
of my childhood in a town with that
handy device.

It was not till we came to live on
the borders  of Golders Green that
my teenage sister, then the rabbi in
the family, revealed that carrying a
tallit 8;nd siddur to shool on Shabbos
was a grievous sin in these strange,
new   and  yet   to   be   civilised   sur-
roundings.

No problem.
Those  were  the  days  when  you

could keep  the key under the mat
without   the   silver   kz.ddz45fe   cups
going   walkabout.   And   when   no
wrist felt right on SfeczDbos without a
tied   handkerchief   cutting   off   its
blood supply..

But I have never ceased to yearn
for the day when I could once again
march to any ffeooJ with key in my
right pocket, kappe/ in my left, fcz%£
bag tucked under right arm , chz£772asfe
under left  and  only  my  conscience
unencumbered.

When that day descends on Gol-
ders  Green,  the  Messiah  will  have
come for me.

Maybe that is why it is taking so
long.

Rabbi William Wolff I.s co"s#/fc!#f rczbb!. fo ffee
Thames  Valley  Progressive  conununity.  He
has  previous  served in  Milton  Keynes,  New-
castle upon Tyne and as an assistant to Rabbi
Hugo  Gryn at the West London Synagogue.
He  was  a  Fleet  Street  jourrralist  before  he
became a rabbi.
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The Manor House
Society

Th.e .Marl?r Ho.!se Society i_s gn empitious cultvral venture. Its aim is to bring a wide range
of J.Swish  c_ultural  anl  i.r!.tellfct.ua.I  events  of a_ high  level  within  easy redach  of a  far-ge
?ud_fence. Regular activities include concerts, debates, exhibitions, driama, seminars drndlectures.
Membership of the Society gives easy access to the many amenities of the Sternberg Centre
for Judaism, the largest Jewish centre in  Europe. These facilities include a bookshop,  library,
cafeteria,  extensive grounds and tennis courts.  Membership also brings advance  information
about  events,  priority  booking  and  ticket  discounts  and  automatic  subscription  to  Manna.
Membership can  be on  either an  individual  or family basis.

Subscriptions are modest. The rates for 1993 are:

Single membership
Family membership
Senior citizen/student single
Senior citizen-family

£20.50
£32.50
£16.75
£23.75

Existing subscribers to Manna may deduct the unexpired portion of their subscription from the
Manor House Society subscription.

Dctails and application forms from Pain Lewis at the Sternberg Centre

FORTHCOMING  EVENTS

Sunday 18th April 1993 -8.00pm
``LOVING THE  DEAD" - a film  and talk  by  Polish film~maker and

writer,  Mira Hamermesh, to mark Yom Hashoah

30th April-23rd May 1993
"IMAGES  OF THE SHOAH"  and  "HEF30ES AND GLADIA\TORS"

An Exhibition of Paintings and Works on  Paper by Andrew Aarons
with two themes

Sunday 23rd May 1993 -8.00pm"LOVE  BITES" ~ a talk by joint authors Judy Bastyra, food  and travel writer

and restaurant critic, and Sandra Alexandra, professional sex therap.Ist

Sunday 6th June 1993
AWAYDAY to visit the Chagall windows in Tudeley Church and

Chichester Cathedral

Tuesday 29th June 1993 -8.00pm"SOUNDS .FOFl..PEA.PE" : a. c_oncert with  Palestinian flautist Wissam  Boustany,

Israeli violinist Ani Schnarch and English pianist Piers  Lane

Sunday llth July 1993 -8.00pm
An  Evening of Comedy with  lvor Dembina,  Leelo  Floss

and Dave Schneider

AF]T COURSES
New ten-week daytime courses from 20th April -29th June 1993

Tuesdays l o.00am-12.30pm and Tuesdays 2.00pm-4.30pm

LUNCHTIME  RECITALS
Thursdays  1.15-2.00pm

Summer Series:  6th  and 20th  May, 3rd and  17th June,
1st and  15th July  1993

Printed  by  FBEEDMAN  BBOS.  (PPllNTEBS)  LTD.,  St.  Albans  Lane,  London  NW117QB     081-458  3220
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